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PREFACE

The l984 EMU Conference on Foreign Languages for
/ Business and the Professions was the third in e series

of annual meetings on sprlied foreign languages
organized by the faculty of the Department of Foreign
ine-ages and Bilingual Studies at hastern Michigan
University. Sponsored by the EMU Language and
International Trade Program,, in eeoperetion with the
Division of Continuing Educetaon, the conference was
made possible this year through the generous support
of the Exxon Education Foundation. I' would to
take this opportunity to thank Mr. Arnold Shore,
Senior Program Officer at the Exxon Educational
Foundation, for his. unqualified support and encourege
mnt.

Special thanks are also owed to my friends and
colleagues Ray Schaub, Director of the FMU Lenguage
and International Trade Program, and John Hubbard,
Head of the Department of Foreign Languages who
helped in numerous ways to plan details of Ithe
conference and to make it a success._ Needless to say,
the conference would have been impossible to organize ,

without the httlp of many other people, too numerous
to mention here. To the faculty members at EMU who
served on the Conference Organizing Committee, and
to those colleagues from EMU and from other institutions
who accepted moderating responsibilities, I extend my
special thanks. Finally and most importantly, my
warmest feelings of gratitude gc to, the numerous people
froMthe businese community and from aceddlie, who came
from many .parts of the USA end from abroad without
honoraria and often at their own expense, to make
presentations at the 38 conference sessions. Without
your cooperation and financial sacrifice the conference
,could not have taken place.

These dedicated and generous people believe that
the development of multilingualism.and international
sensitivity and understanding in the United States is
essential to our future prosperity. The success of
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this conference is one indication that the sti,dy
of foreign languages and cultures for special
purposes is increasing rapidly in this country.
The main purpose of this professional gathering
was to make possible the exchange of ideas and
experience in this area of specialization, thereby
stimulating the development, of new courses and
programs of study in this field and helping us all
be more effective teachers. We at EMU are proud to
be able to contriJute to this major new direction in
foreign language education. We view our activities
as part of an internationalization of our educational
system and of our society, which - in the future more
than in the pest - will embrace a rich diversity of
ethnic and linguistic components.

I am also grateful again thislear to the-U.S.
Department of Education and specifically to the
peeple responsible for tie ERIC Microfiche Collection
for contributing to the national dissemination of the
conference proceedings, making the vast majority of
the presentations available to people unable to attend
the eenferenee in person. The existence of the present
volene ofo papers will undoubtedly provide veluable
information to many people seeking informat,on on the
present state of activities, knowledge and expertise.,
in thisacedemio area.

My special thanks go to our two; Graduate.
Assistants, Adriana Pessarelli and Evelyn Strnat, who
worked hard to prepare this rienascripto,
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INTERNATIONAL LANCUAGE EVALUATION
AND, PROFESSIONAL .POINTS OF VIEW
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language evaluation -

It is interesting to note that the Eastern Michigan

University is holding a conference on the teaching of

business languages at a time when. an anglo/smerican

business Language is becoming more and, mote apparent.

When we speak of a "business language" or, to use a

wider term, a language applied to business and professions,

we open up new prospects and unburden ourselves of the

usual prej*Idices well known to those of the teaching

profession which tend to oppose French, Spanish, or German

to the English language in a schethaiic confrontation.

This reasserts the fact that the teaching of our own

language is global, that of a spoken language,, that is to

say a language which responds in a way of its own to the

demands of daily and contemporary life in all fields of

human activity : literature, culture, intellectual '

activities, diplomacy but also scientific, technical and

commercial sectors.

I
Fortune magazine, from time to time, advises Atherican

businessmen not to rely solely on English. Germans, taking

advantage of the strength of their economy and the

diversity of internattonal,competition, will do business

only in German. Even the Japanese who are the first ones

to learn the language,of their competitors, publish their

technical revues in Japanese, and not in English. How can
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language evaluation - 2

we follow, if not fight against Japanese technologital

progress if we do not learn their language ?

Whenever there is a need to Eooperate over a period

of time with foreign partners it is absolutely essential

to communicate with them in their own language. This

communication is not only concerned with technical

terminology, but also with the social, human and

professional environment` of thq,lbuntry concerned. This

is why more and more companies encourage management staff

to participate in linguistic and cultural training.

We can congratulate ourselves on the present

conference, which to my mind aims in particular at

reminding us that the French language, like the German

language or the Spanish langdage is a language of today,

that is to say a language of professions'and business.

Apart from economic factors, many social or cultural

aspects can explain the success or failure of foreign

trada. Exporters all agree in underlining the fact that

foreign languages must be mastered if markets are to be

conquered.

I want to show that as far as international marketing

is concerned the attitude to speak foreign languages is an

15



language evaluation - 3

important variant of strategic choice and segmentation.

When looking for new markets a good exporter needs to use

what is known as the segmentation method to enable him to

achieve a strict but profitable selection of target

countries.

In order to do Ills, it must be determined which

criteria (consumer mechanics) explain and motivale the

attitudes and bahaviour-of either present or future

customers abroad. Ways of life, spending habits, personal,

income, prices, distribution networks, publicity campaign,

etc. will be analysed and examined in order to discover

and evaluate the commercial advantages which will

guarantee lasting success to the exported product.

After clearly' defining the criteria to which the

consumers react, every effort est be made to produce a

commercial policy which shapes an offer (products and

services) adapted to each target segment selected.

%

But even before putting the finishing touches to an

exploratory field of market research or to orientations

of a commercial policy, the exporter would be wise to

, think in terms of an overall view of the linguistic

approach of the countries.

sA

How can a business deal be negotiated ?

16



Lampagit_olualuation - 4

r

How can a new product be launched on the market if

one cannot speak to one's customers or understand them ?

4

A commercial manager is, above all, an information

man : he catches and analyses this information from the

actual market before putting it into shape and sending

out the message which will convince'the consumers.

From then on, the mastery of foreign languages can be

seen as an indispensable constraint towards elementary

marketing. Whether we like it or not, this is perhaps the

first criterion to be taken into account when studying a

country.

In this day and age distances are not ofteri measured

in kilometers, and geographical constraints are virtually

wiped out by modern means of transport ; whereas economic,

technological, political or social distances, which are

the main influences of commercial success or failurd, are

still there ; a variable which is often neglected in

marketing surveys is the psychological distance which

separates a buyer and seller from two different countries

when they are doing business together and have to face the

first sensitive element, the handicap of understanding

each other -in other words, the linguistic distance or

barrier.

17
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Many businesses, particularly small ones, cannot help

but feel that their business on an international scale is

limited because of their inability to speak the other

person's language. Incapable of crossing language barriers,

they remain passive and wait for foreign partners to come

to them.

Even in the case of seasoned export firms, where

English is a tool readily used in work and contacts - can

one be sure to have done everything necessary to ensure

good relations with potential customers ?

More and more people involved with international trade

believe that just the use of English, however indispensable;

is not enough to set up, maintain and develop flows of

business. To their minds the everyday language of a

country tends to become the real business language.

All these reasons explain why the linguistic constraint

should be put to play very early in the course of choosing

markets. It is in the interest of the person incharge of

exports to assess his activity in relation to his capacity

of being at ease in surroundings which are different from

his own. He would be unable to tackle a market without

risk if he has not grasped the differences, even if he is

convinced for other reasons that there is a potential

demand for his products.
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The criterion of segmentation according to languages

will force him to leave out certain countries from his

field of activity, in particular the most exotic ones.

Unless he equips himself with new means of communication

by recruiting or training competent agents and resorting

to go-betweens who speak the necessary languages fluently.

Languages are a determining factor in export strategy.

Marketing strategy is the art of choosing country/products'

targets at which to aim. This choice should be based on an

estimate of the needs of the markets and should take

production and commercialization constraints into account.

For these reasons it is important to examine the

opportunities for action according to languages.

A simplistic view of things could - and does all too

often - lead the exporter to give up exporting completely

wheri he. considers his handicap as regards communication

and understanding. This sort of reaction does not,take

into account export possibilities which are, however,

available if suitable ways of action are chosen.

Three 'starting points can be outlined in the study

of a geographical area

1 - In the case of French speaking countries, the exporter

speaks only French ; he is deaf and dumb inasmuch as his

foreign counterparts do not speak his language ; he
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hesitates about going abroad and information concerning

markets is only partly understood : on top f everything

/else, he is almost blind and paralysed. He/is practically

obliged to yield his power and his products to capable

third parties who will exploit them for/him and for

themselves abroad.

2 "The exporter speaks only English (or another business J

language which is neither his or his commercial

counterpart's) ; heCan have on rather poor quality,

standardized contacts with hisAients whom he meets

according to a ritual of appointments which lead him from

hotels to airports in the main capitals of the world ; he

relies to a large extent on correspondence and behaves

like a handicapped petson spending his life in planes,

flying about from one town ,'to another ; he has a distorted

view of markets ; some say t1at he is blind in one eye.

His action can only be effective through relays

(correspondents, agents, and so on) ; and any further

action to study and develop markets must be delegated to

them.

3 - The exporter speaks the language of the country ; in

that case alp are available to him, he can speak

and make himself understood, he/has an unbiased sense of

reality, he can stay in a country and travel about within

it ; he can even stay for long periods ; all the strategic

ways of action are potentially open to him (exports, joint

20
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ventures, subsidiary companies, etc.).

In each one of the countries which are commercial

targets the person in charge of exports must develop a

form of presence which takes into account his specific

handicaps. It is to his advantage to compensate these

weaknesses by drawing strength from his country or from

the country concerned, enabling him to reduce linguistic

and psychological distances. This inevitably requires an

investment in training in one-or several foreign languages.

This is the reason why communication is not only

concerned with technical terminology but also with the

social and human environment of the country, concerned. This

is why more /and more companies encourage management staff

to participate in linguistic and cultural training. Some

companies, or some of our schools, are developping training

programs involving both intensive courses in foreign

languages and training in inter-cultural communication.

0

I should like to add, that at a time when European

structures are coming into shape, even if it is with. great

difficulty, the relation between language or languages and

business and economics is likely to attain a much larger

dimension than before in the eyes of our American colleagues.

We often oppose linguistic proficiency to professional

skill, which, in my opinion, is wrong when we have a
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"specialized" language. We are told that language teachers

are not business teachers and vice versa. But the example

given by some Professors of French applied to business who

prepare their students for our exams proves that language

teachers can also be "business language teachers".

But language is not just a tool, it is a global

phenomenon of society and civilization. If every country

acts in the same way, the new universal order will be one

of culture and economy.

The Paris Chamber of Commerce has been aware of this

fact for almost thirty years. This Chamber is a public

institution as opposed to the private associations of the

USA. We actively promote the French language as applied to

business and professions abroad, while pursuing a policy

of diversification of foreign language teaching in our

schools or training centers.

Internationdt language examinations are a way of

determining the language level of foreign student'. On .a

higher level it is common in France and in Europe that

students or very often employees sit for exams organized,

by foreign Chambers of Commerce. These exams, greatly

appreciated by professional organizations and employers

are tended for students or' adults already involved in

professional activity. These various Chambers of Commerce

22
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have set up exams to promote the use of their languages in

commercial situations. Even the American Chambir of

Commerce in France has just created a Proficiency in

American Business English Examination.

The aim of these different examinations is to set an

easily recognizable standard of knowledge of the commercial

language acceptable by firms requiring to work in this

language. The value of these exams is widely accepted

throughout the business world and successful candidates

can claim a salary bonus. Each of these exams has its own

characteristics and a recognized high standard.

There has been growing interest abroad in the

teaching of business French during the past few years. We

feel that such a preparation constitutes the economic and

commercial aspect of a real course in civilization in a

foreign language. Through the Business French exa-iis for

foreigners, which it has been organizing for about thirty

years, the Paris Chamber of Commerce and Insutry ratifies

these studies from the professional, institutional and

C

international view point.

At the first level there is "the Practical Certificate

of Commercial and Economic French". This requires a

linguistic knowledge based on a, good background in a

commercial and economic context. It is above all a language
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exam.

At second level, we have the "Advanced Diploma for

business French". This examination requires a more profound

knowledge of business French and a practical and

theoretical knowledge of the different sectors of economy

and commerce, without however broaching the technicalities

of each branch. This is both a language exam and a business

language exam which tests commercial technique in French.

Finally, at the third level, we have created the

"Superior Diploma in business French" which testifies to a

mastery of the business language in the capacity to carry

out a thorough study on a specific subject : either

economic, commercial or related to the teaching of business

French.

In comparison with traditional standards, the first

level is the equivalent of a limited working capacity which

allows an easy and efficient use of the language in diverse

situations on a professional level. The second level

represents an advanced working capacity in a professipnal

sector. The third level is the key to real bilinguism.

Furthermore, in another field, a new exam has recently

.

been created: the Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry's

Examination for the Diploma in Scientific and Technical
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French.

The position of the Paris Chamber of Commerce and

Industry,is based on needs expresse4 by companies who

prefer to work with adaptable people who are able to use a

foreign language, rather than people who are trained for a

particulartb with a specific language.

When a language is used in a business situation, it'

becomes a professional language. In fact, this happens

whenever the language is used within a particular

environment.

These exams can be taken seriously only if they

represent a guarantee for the employers of a degree of

competence, especially in the use of Business and

Professional Language. To our minds they are a motivation

for the students, a goal for the teacher and a guarantee

for the employer.

In conclusion, I should 11ke to say that foreign

languages used to be considered as factors oersonel

development but are now considered as indispensable tools

for many professions. They also must lead to co-operation

in the field of education.
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A firm, as such, is at the heart of a complex of

national and international relations which are extremely

important. Business life today is part and parcel of the

dialogue between cultures inasmuch as it encompasses all

the dimensions of economic, commercial and industrial

activities.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND NTERNATIONAL BUSINESSES

4 IN COLORADO: A REPORT AND ASSESSMENT

BY

ALAIN D. RANWEZ (METROPOLITAN STATE COLLEGE-DENVER)

AND DON SCHMIDT (UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT DENVER)

fio

The report we are making to you today is based on a survey

conducted in the State of Colorado during the spring of 1983. In

the first instance, the survey was undertaken in direct response

to the pi bli'shed Report of the President's Commission on Foreign

Languages and International Studies, in which it was stated .that

"Every state should establish an idviF council on Foreign

Languages and International Studies to advlse and recommend ways

to strengthen these fields in their education system." At the

same time, those of us who took up the Commission's

recomilehdation felt that it had come at a particularly timely

moment for the State of Colorado. In recent years,Colorado--

especially the Denver metropolitan areav-has experienced a

substantial increase in population due to implgration from other

parts of this country as well as from abroad, which is

transforming the State's economy and its demographic character.

Along with changes in the population and economy, there has been

a dramatic influx of foreign capital--especially from Canada--and

a notable increase in the,number of foreign corporations that

have established operations in the State. However, several

characteristics of the State,' including its inland location, its

relatively sparse. population, and its predominantly ru:',

economy, have historically produced an environment of low public
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awareness in matters of foreign affairs, both politically and

'economically. Taking these considerations together with the

growing problems of.the United States as, a whole in international

trade, it seemed .to us an opportune moment to assess the current

views and perceived needs of the international business community

in Colorado, and to, compare these with the current status of

foreign language and international studies in the State's

education system.

In order to carry out our project, a task force was formed

that obtained a grant through the Colorado Conmmission on Higher

Education, from monies made available by the State Legislature

for organized research to, be carried out by institutions of

higher education. The grant provided the means to assess:

11 the current status q; foreign languages and international

studies at all levels .((-12 and postsecondary) in the

education system of Colorado;1

.2) the perceived need among Colorado businesses for

personnel having foreign language and cross-cultural skills;

3) how well job candidates in Colorado were prepared

currently to satisfy that need, and, by extension, how

efficiently the' colleges and universities in Colorado

specifically were preparing theirgrAduates for the jobs in

question;

4) and, finally, the economic implications there were for

those individuals in the job market havehg a second-language

1 See Alain Ranwez and Judy Rogers, "The Status of Foreign
Languages and International Studies: An Assessment in Colorado,"
LatilL Language. Annals, 17, No 2(April, 1984), 97-102e

2



proficiency and/or familiarity with a foreign culture.

.We devised our survey instrument in consultation with

Research'Services, Inc., of Denver, who also carried out

anonymous, oral interviews with appropriate management personnel

from selected firms operating in Colorado. In selecting the

firms to be interviewed, we opted to emphasize small-to-moderate-

size companies so as to minimize the possibility that the

responses of large, nationwide corporations might distort our

measurement of the local setting. The companies to be

interviewed were randomly taken from the Colorado Foreign Trade

Directory. They ranged in size from those employing fewer than

P., ten people (260 to those employing 3,500 or more (9%), with a

median size of about 100.. Fifty-one percent were exporting

firms, forty percent constitutes both export and import firMs,

and the remaining nine percent were either foreign-owned or

provided services to export/import enterprises. The attitudes

and opinions reflected in the survey are those-of executive

managers, including personnel. directors (29%), presidents or

vice-presidents (29%), non-specified managers (23%), sales or

marketing managers (11%) and export managers (9%). The typical

company in the survey has been in business for roughly 19.5 years

(median). 'Finally, one in. three of the companies surveyed export

intangible goods such as "services, information, or consulting,"

while a similar proportion export/import "high tech goods" or

"manufacturing, or industrial equipment."

Our survey instrument consisted of eighteen questions or.

clusters of questions seeking objective information on current

operations, the role of foreign language and culture skills in

3
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hiring, salary and professional advancement, as well as opinions

concerning anticipated future needs. Several questions allowed

for discursive comments by respondents, in addition to the

quantitative answers.

The results of the survey would suggest that in general,

foreign languages and cross-cultural skills are not in high

demand` among Colorado firms involved in international business,

although there is evidence 'that within larger firms more

, attention is paid to both the foreign language and cultural

skills of employees than is the case within smaller firms. Only

fourteen percent of the firms contacted stated that meeting

international or foreign language needs was the most difficult

problem -in findi g suitable .personnel, while sixty percent

identified their g test problem to be finding persons having

proper technical qual fications. We discovered that fify-one

percent never take ,foreign language proficiency into account in

hiring, and forty-six percent never consider cross-cultural

skills. It should al'so be noted that at the other end, eleven

percent always take foreign language skills and cross-cultural

understanding into account. Fifty-seven percent had no positions

requiring a foreign language skill, and where those skills were

considered important, about halt were in sales and marketing.

Most of the others were in engineering and clerical positions.
11P

On the other hand, seventy-Seven percent of the respondents

considered foreign language ability to be an important asset, and

sixty-six percent considered it to be from moderately to

,extremely useful for advancement within the firm. These latter

31
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data would appear to support the principle that foreign language

and culture skills are, in fact, a real asset in the marketplace

whose impact is felt throughout one's career.

The discrepancy between the preceding conclusion and the

relatively low priority accorded language and cultural skills in

the current hiring practices of many firms surveyed seems to be

explained largely on the basis of two widely held views. First,

there are those who hold that it is simpl-ypnnecessary to know

the client's language or to understand other cultures, typified

by the respondent who said that "most foreign business people

must and do speak English," and reinforced explicitly by another

who stated that "even now when I talk with overseas offices we

ask them to .speak our Language but we never speak theirs.",

Second, there appears to be an' equallybidely held view that

technical proficiency is the most importent aspect of
4

international business, and that if one can retain a competitive

edge technically, clients will be drawn to the product

irrespective of the language and culture involved. For example,

one respondent stated that "we can't afford to Make cross-

cultural sensitivity a major desire. It can be taught, read

about, etc., but it's too much to ask when you may eliminate a

candidate who has a good business and electrical engineering

background. The technical and business aspects are the main

requirements--to understand the marketing strategy of a product."

In addition to technical proficiency, the ability to write

well in English, mastery of computer skills, and desirable 4

personal traits were highly rated considerations in hiring

practices. I fact, finding persons with appropriate foreign

5
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language and cultural skills is only rarely among the most

important considerations. When there is a recognized need for

someone 'proficient in a foreign language in 4a setting abroad, a

frequent solution is to hire a foreign, national, or a U.S.

expatriate. Somewhat more distressing to our local job market is

the tendency among some firms to hire foreign nationals whenever

&foreign language need arises on-site in Colorado. In any case,

when managers in'the foreign-trade community in Colorado seek

individuals havingforeign language/cultural skills, they tend to

emphasize "cultural interaction" and "the ability to speak. with

people of another language" 'much more than the ability to

"translate," "compose," or "interpret" foreign languaaes.

When asked to rate areas of the world where foreign language

skills are most useful, sixty-three' percent listed Latin America

first.* Europe followed with twenty7nine percent (France, twenty-

three percent; and Germany, nine percent), Asia,' fourteen

percent, the Middle East, six percent, and, finally, China and

the Soviet Union each with three percent. When asked to rate

`klanguages on a scale of one to ten, sixty-three percent- -not

unexpectedly--rated Spanish as the most useful, with an,

additional eleven percent rating it as the second most pertinent

language. French was rated first by seventeen percent, and

second, by forty percent. German was rated first by eleven

percent, and second, by twenty percent. Surprisingly, only six

percent rated Japanese number one, none rated It numbek two, and

fifty-seven percent did not rate it at all. Arabic was believed

to be t1 .e most important by nine, percent, and was not rated at all by



forty-six' percent of respondents. Finally, only three percent

gave Russian the highest rating, and seventy-seven percent chose

not to rate it at All.,

A major incongruity in these ratings seems .to occur with

regard to both Portuguese and Chinese. With regard to the

former, while a majority rated Latin America as the area where

foreign language skills are most important, incongruously, not

one rated Portuguese first, only eleven percent gave it a second

rating, and forty-nine percent chose not to rate it at all. This

not only underrates a very large part of the otherwise highly-

'ranked area of Latin America, but it.is in direct contrast to

recent projections which forecast that Portuguese will become the

fifth most widely spoken language in the world by the year 2030,

and that by then Brazil alone will constitute ten percent of, the

world's .population. 2 According ,to those same projections,

Mandarin Chinese is expected to emerge as the second most.

important language in the world, after English (Hispania, p.

617).

In spite of the current low sensitivity to foreign languages

and cross-cultural skills in Colorado, eighty percent of the

respondents foresaw an increased demand for those skills in the

next five to seven years, and fifty percent Anticipate

S instituting a foreign language requirement for hintng as a result

of that increased demand.

*Obviously, if the projections for increased demand in

.language and culture skills are correct, this will,have economic

2 Lee A. DaVid, "World explosion and modern languages,"
Hispania, Vol. 66, No. 4(December 1963), p. 617.

7
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implications for thosc who possess those skills. That is,

appropriately prepared employees can look forward to a, higher

salary due to their language and culture skills. Our survey

shows that even today, the average starting salary in.Colorado

for positions requiring foreign language skills is around

$25,000, or about $3,500 more than for positions not requiring

foreign language proficiemy.

Projections of increased demand also point to the issue of

how well the education system-in Colorado is able to satisfy

current and future needs. Our inquiries on this point showed

that the education system in Colorado i,seen for the most part

as simply typical of national trends. For instance, one 0
respondent said: "The focus of American schools is technical--

only secondary emphasis is placed on cross-cultural sensitivity

or language. The school's reputation is based on the

technical....They can't sacrifice technical proficiency or the

perfection of a craft." When pressed further for a specific

evaluation of the quality 'of language and cultural instruction in

the State of Colorado, fully two-thirds of the respondents had no

idea how well that instruction was being carried out. This

finding shows a disconcerting lack of interaction or

communication between the education system and the international

business community in Colorado. While this cannot automatically

be generalized to other States, it is, nevertheless, an issue

which foreign language educators attending this conference may

wish to investigate in their home communities, since it is

obviously fundamental that their institutions and the business



community know each other well in order

effectively.

interact more

Perhaps of no leseitoncern to foreign languagq educators--at

least in Colorado--is the fact that of the companies we surveyed,

only fourteen percent indicated that they planned to satisfy

their needs in foreign ianguages and cultures by subsidizing

their employees' attendance at local colleges and universities.

Eleven percent planned to provide in-Muse training through the

use of private language institutes, while forty-three percent

.simply expected their employees to acquire a. proficiency through

on-site experience abroad. Consequently, as the need for

individualS so trained increases over time--as our respondents

have predicted it will--foreign language educators in

conventional institutions will find it to be in their own

interests to address the issue of whether their programs are, in

fact, preparing students adequately for the future.

In the final analysis, however, the most significant, and

most troublesome result of our survey is the low profile of

awareness to the impoitance of foreign languages and cultures

within the business community of Colorado that our findings draw.

Clearly, the anachronistic View that English is th! only language

necessary in international business still predominates in

Colorado as does the view that foreign cultures play a negligible

role in successful marketing. This is, of course, what we had

anticirritedor feared--based upon the' histOattal factors

mentioned at the outset of this report. It also means that

international business in Colotado is at best a microcosm of the

36
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situation nationally as described by CoRgressman.Pabl Simon in

his book The Tongue -Tied American.

Often when a study uncovers--or, as ours does, simply
4

confirms--a deficiency in society, there is little, if any,

effective follow-through. In the present case,, however, the

follow-through has already been initiated by the: establishment

within the Colorado State Department of Education of a foreign

language task force whose members include educators, parents and
11414

representatives of the business community. The task force is

conducting a year-long evalbation of curriculum, graduation

requirements and teacher certification[tbr the purpose of making

recommendations for strengthening them as they reslate to foreign

language and international studies in the State's education

system. It will also develop strategies to promote public

awareness of the importance of foreign language and international

studies as a part of every student's basic education in Colorado.,

If these efforts are successful, they may help toining about the

environment necessary to realize the full potential of Colorado

in the international marketplace.

,n
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QUESTIONNAIRE: BUSINESSES IN 03LORADO

Hello, I'm , a Public Op'nion Interviewer with Research Fervices,
Inc. We're making a survey about the experience business firms have in
hiring new employees, and I'd like to talk with the person in your firm
who is the Chief Executive Personnel Director.

First of all, is your company presently a: Foreign owned firm . 32

A Colorado firm engaged in exporting . 512
A Colorado firm engaged in importing 402

(If none of the {above, TERMINATE.)

1. What would you say is the most difficult problem you have in hiring
new personnel for your company?

MOmmOO:i11111...dillibAMO11........MMAMmimliPmmilMW.O.. ` 1111NO

2. What are some of th er. problems you find you frequently have
when you're looking ew .personnel?

.MIIIMrlb.ymWbmiMhmObmUvd.i.mmMwmSmmwi.m.M.mllm.m4:dbimftmbdmgmOamM7amno.

3. When you have a vacancy or need for new personnel, what steps do
you usually take to find the person or people you need?

...0=rms...r.. al1M.0111110....1 1=NeINNIININDMIIMO M.O. Man/WM

4. Out of every ten times you start the search for new company
personnel, how many times would you say you seek personnel that is
proficient in:

Foreign language skills
Cross-cultural understanding

(If none, ask, "Why not?")

raMM...1.111.114010 1111.111. MI1....11=d1.1,W111.41. 641
5.. What are the technical or professional career areas in which your

firm hires employees with Foreign Language Skills?

Clerical . . 20Z Management 29Z
Engineering 232 Production . . . . . OZ
Law , . OZ Sales 462
Other NoneImlarlawm=mb ealloo=01111.1.110

...41mIreallealmmrowas.m...10..11

6. What areas of the world does your company feel that proficiency in
that language is most important among your employees?

36
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7. Please rank the languages listed on this card in the order of their
importance in your International Trade. Which one is most
iticurtaLIt? Which one is second most important, etc.?

Arabic 9%
Chinese-1r
French iiirc

German 112 Portuguese Ot
Italian Spanish' rnr
JapaneseTr ' Russian -1nr

Sther

8. Now, I would like to have you think in terms of'percentages, with
'100% represeptingAll positions in this company. What percentage
of all pdsitions Nere would say consider foreign language skills
as:

A definite requirement.

An important asset, but. not a requirement.

Neither an asset nor a requirement.
(Percentages must total 100%.)

8a. Using this card? please tell me which letter best represents the
starting wage scale for:

The positions that require foreign language skills.

The positions that perceive foreign language skills as an
asset but not,.a requirement

%v.

The positions'in which foreign language skills are neither an
asset nor.a requirement

9. Generally speaking, do you find candidates from the universities
and colleges of Colorado who apply for positions in which foieign
language would be an asset or requirement have excellent, above

'average, good, fair, or poor skills in:
Above

Excellent Avers e Good Fair Poof iNK
Speaking foreign languages -lor- -sr az
Writing foreign languages
International awareness and
transcultural understanding

31 92 92 62 32 712

62 92 112 62 62 632
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10. (For each category used inQuestion 4) Would you say that the
graduates of Colorado's universities and colleges are very
qualified, somewhat qualified, not too qualified, or not at all
qualified to fill the positions that re3uire:

Very Somewhat Not too Not at all
Qualified Qualified ualified qualified DK

Foreign language skills Lfr 1 Wiz
Cross-cultural
understanding 162 37Z 11Z Of 37Z

10a. (For all "somewhat, not too, and not at all qualified", lay;)
Could you teli,me some-of the reasons you feel that way?

11. In the next fivetto seven years do you think the demand for
personnel skilled in foreign languages will increase or decrease?

Increase 802 Decrease 9Z DK 6%

Ila. (If INCREASE) How does your company plan to meet. this increase -

demand for personnel who are'skilled in foreign languages?

IOW

1lb. As ylu see it, will this demand present any problems to your firm?

fes 252 No 752

11c. (If YES) What kinds of problems will this demand present?

M111999.0 99911.

12. On this card are listed different attributes and characteristics.
Please read down the _list and for each one tell me how helpful you
think it would be to a person in getting ahead in a career with
your firm. Will it be extremely helpful, moderately helpful, not
eery helpful, nr not at all helpful.

Extremely Moderately Not Very Not At All

.112121 Helpful ,Nelpful itlipla DK '

Speaking a foreign
language 232 43Z 232 11% 02

Understanding computer II

teehnology 372 432 141 6% Of
Transcultural training 6Z 402 ' 31Z 20% 32

Good writing ability in
the English language 832 14Z 32 Of Of

Broad social studies
background 202 462 31Z. 32

001m1.0141..0m9410.9416~690.9849.610495.9W4081.9~9WW~1191WWWWWWWOM.S.9.~.99.6.09.99.9.99.19.0.9fterftsy.9990.0.91.946

A

40
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13. We would like to find out how desirable different skills are to an
employer. Assuming that all other attributes and qualities are
equal, please look at this card and tell me which skill would be
most desirable for an employee of your firm to have, which would be
second moirrsirable, which third, etc.

Converiat ion 292
Composition 61
Interpretatiaralfmmlk

Translation 112
Technical
Cultural

Interaction 292

.111.0,411+0 01111041.0

14. What kind or kinds of crosscultural aining does your company
offer its empldyees?

14a.,What methods do you rely on to provide this training?

JP*

14b. Why is this training an important part of your program?

:M. How long has your company been in business in this area

How many peop e do you employ in the miraamasf----------
/--\

17. What types of products.do you impErt7;17i;iit

mr: What is your tttle7posttton wtthyour companif'

1 certify that the foregoing is a complete and accurate account of
the interview made by me on this day with the described Respondent.

Interviewer s Signature Date
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FL/International Banking
Page 1

REASONS FOR THE PROJECT

For several years new Baylor University has

been offering two innovative graduate degree

programs which prepare students for careers in

int,3rnationa1 management and international

journalism. Candidates for the Masters of

International Management (MIM) and the Masters

of International Journalism (MIJ) degrees have

to demonstrate limited working proficiency in

the target language through both an oral and

11

written examination. Both these interdisciplinary

graduate degrees have permitted a closer

relationship between the Business School,

Journalism Department and Department of Modern

Foreign Languages at Baylor and insure that the

candidate will have a limited 'working proficiency

of a foreign language before he or she graduates.

During the past feW years, I have travelled

to Dallas witA colleagues of mine from Baylor's

Hankamer School, of Business and was able to meet

several of our MIM and MBA graduates hard at work

in'the international' departments of major banks.

They work normally as loan production or calling

officers; a few are foreign exchange traders.
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Talking with them, I became interested in how often

they used a foreign language in their daily

activities. Last year, I decided(to send a

questionnaire to approximately thirty banks in

metropolitan Dallas and Hougton. I chose these

twL, cities for a number of reasons. Both are

considered major industrial trade centers

domestically and abroad and have a steadily

growing financial base. Both were, of course,

close to my university and made for ease of

communication. Several of the banks had Baylor

graduates whom I felt would respond rapidly to

the beckoning call of an earnest foreign language

professor teaching at the alma mater; to be sure,

however, I enclosed a cover letter signed by two

international finance professors who have been

quite adept in keeping alive a network of banking

contacts. Since many of our graduate5 find

employment in these two cities, the study would

be pertinent and applicable to our university and

especially to our Modern Foreign Language

Department which had recently completed a

self-studyan assessment and estcblishment of

44
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priorities and goals for foreign language teaching

at Baylor.

When I designed questionnaires to be sent to

Dallas and Houston banks, I was naturally

interested in determining 1) whether foreign

languages are used by officers in the bank's

international department and 2) what specific

language skills the bankers are using and to what

extent. I felt that feedback 'from the loan

-officersias to what skills they most frequently

use should have an impact bn the language skills

we ought to be teaching our students. It wou]it

be i teresting to see if certain language skills

were deeMed,mote essential than others.

Before mailing the questionnaires, I studied

the list of major banks in Houston and Dallas and

learned that the international banking community

in American or Texan cities could be broken down

into three tiers or levels. First, the, large

'texas banks with international departments--

full-service commercial banks chartered within the

state of Texas which include Interfirst, Republic

Bank, Texas Commerce and First City National Bank

'of Houston. Second, Edge Act Corporations or
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subsi iaries of banks whose home or charter is

not Texas. Very few subsidiaries of foreign

banks are in Texas because the state will not

allow them to operate unless they own .a bank in

New York - -where they would be'chaitered. Many

U.S. owned banks, however, carry out international

operations in Houston or Dallas. They include

Citicorps, Chase, Morgan Guaranty, Bank of America

and Bank of Boston which havR branches or edge

corporations in Houston and Dallas. Edge banks,

like home-owned Texas banks, can carry on normal

banking activities: they can make loans, accept'

deposits, negotiate international contracts and

do a variety of familiar international operations

to include drawing up letters of credit, bankers'.

acceptances, and transferring eurodollars. Edge

banks can direct customers to their parent banks

outside of Texas and inform thqir clients about

regulations and matters of which local banks may

not be knowledgeable.

My survey included 1) Fourteen "homegrown"

or native Texan banks (such as Interfirst, Republic,

Texas Commerce Bank), 2) Twelve Edge banks or

subsidiaries of larger banks not chartered in
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Texas and 3) four representative offices which

constitute the most restricted level f operations'

within the international banking community.

Representative offices .of foreign banks are very

limited in what they can do: they can, not sign

loans', accept deposits or negotiate contracts in

the state of Texas. They can, however, and do

solicit business on behalf of their parent bank

and engage ii customer relations. For example,

they, can carry the customer's loan back to the

parent company since the loan cannot be signed

in Texas. Twenty-four countries maintain,

representative pffices in Houston and of cburse

many U.S. banks have Edge subsidiaries and

representative offices in foreign countries..

I sent the questionnaires to a total of

thirty Texan banks, Edge subsidiaries and

representative offices of foreign-banks. I first

wrote to M.I.M. graduates from Baylor University

and then enlarged the survey to include many other

loan officers--the result being of coarse a larger

and unbiased sample. Of the 140 questionnaires

I sent, I received 44 completed forms. The

completed questionnaires I received constitutes
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a 31% return. Of the 30 banks I solicited, I

received responses from 14--or a 41% return.

Four out of seven large Houston banks responded,

and in Dallas this number was three out. of six.

The 44 questionnaires viare then processed by

the university's Digital Vax'computer using a

standard SPSS program to determine me n, frequency,

percent, valid percent and standar deviation.

RESULTS

The questionnaire consisted in two parts:

"Background" and "Today." In the first part,

84% of the participants identified themselves as

native Americans--with English as their first

lapguageg. 43 of the 44 had studied a foreign

language, four had studied ESL. 23 business

persons or 53% of the respondents had learned a

second foreign language. The most popular first

FL among the loan officers was Spanish with a

percentage of 53.5%. This is hardly surprising

due to the location of Houston and Dallas and the

banks' commercial. relations with Latin. America

and the Hispanic community. Spanish was'followed

by French (18%), ESL (9%) and, in descending

order, German, Russian and a tie between
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Portuguese and Japanese. The most popular second

foreign languaqemwas French with 22% of the vote,

then followed by Spanish (17%) and a tie once again

between Japanese and/Portuguese at 13%. Less

popular second languages were Russian, German and

Italian.

The survey showed that 56% of the bankers

studied the ,lpt FL three,years or less and that

32% had studied the 1st FL for two years. 12% of

the survey participints had studiepl the FI. for

,ten or more years. Most of them had completed

their formal study, of the language by 1975,

'although more than 1/3 had completed the FL

sometime after ,1977. The foreign languages were

studied at both high school and university levels.

51%.of the bankers revealed they had taken a FL

in high school and 78% had studied a foreign

language at the university.

49% of those responding we liberal arts

majors and 51% were business majors during their

undergraduate years, dMany humanities majors enroll

in the M.I.M. or Masters. of International Management
a

program at Baylor and this combination of liberal

arts and business gives international bankers

1.
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a broader perspective and a cultural sensitivity

in dealing with foreign customers.

But just how many international banking

, officers have the MIM degree? The survey showed

that 39% of those responding hold Masters of

International Management degrees (which require

proficiency in a foreign language); 29% of the

participants revealed that they hold the MBA.
40w00-

Other degrees represented include the M.A. (19%)

and the M.S. in Economics (10%). The MIM degree

is then prevalent among international bankers in

Dallas and Houston who responded to the survey.

In order to confirm that the survey did not

include an overwhelming number of Baylor graduates,
0

the questionnaireoindicated that 28% of the

respondents hold degrees from Baylor whereas 55%

received their graduate education from other

schools in America and nearly, 17% from graduate

schools in foreign locations.

If not many bankers .received graduate degrees

abroad, 30 participants or 68% of the total

responding stated that they had travelled abroad--

most between 1981 and the present. 47% of those

answering travelled to Eurbpe, 15% to Asia and 38%

50
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to Latin America. The questionnaire did not ask

whether these were job-related trips so there is

certainly more to be found out in this area.

Twenty out of forty-four bankers stated they

had studied abroad in Europe, Latin America and Asia.

When they were asked whether a knowledge of foreign

culture was important to their position, 84% gave

.a resounding "yes." Clearly, travel and study

abroad together with cultural exposure_at all

levels of foreign language classes are important

in the piofessional's relationships with

international customers and contacts.

One of the most revealing areas of the

questionnaire was the section covering current

language proficiency levels. This part allowed

the banking officer to assess his or her own.

language skills by checking the appropriate level:

excellent, gond, fair, or poor. It is significant

that the skill thought to be most acute was

"listeningr with a mean of 2.049 whereas "writing"

had the highest mean of 2.5 (Since "1" represented

"excellent" the lower the mean the more polished

the specific language skill). Later'on in the

survey, bankers mentioned listening to and

10
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understanding one's clients as a very important

activity as well as a skill in which they held

themselves to be rather proficient.

I found yet another curious fact in this

section-- that whereas 33% of the participants

felt they had excellent speaking skills, as many

as 21% of the bankers attributed to themselves

poor or inferior speaking skills. So, there were

peaks of confidence and despair in the speaking

skills profile. In the listening category,

however, 41.5% of those responding indicated they

had good skills and 32% "excellent"-- obviously

most participants felt listening to be the

strongest skill. After.listening, in descending

order, came reading as a close second followed by

speaking.and writing.

The listening skill rated not only high in

the self-assessment proficiency questionnaire but

also in the next crucial section-- which asked

participants what skills they actually used and

to what extent. In determining th6 extent to

which they used a particular skill, respondents

could select one of the following three categories:

"frequent," "sometimes" or '!not at all." Im the

2
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next. few results, I will give the total combined

percentage for the two categories "frequent" and

"sometimes." The listening and speaking skills

were each said .to be used by 72% of those responding

whereas writing skills were used by only 49% of the ,

bankers. Reading was also a popular skill.

Although reading in a foreign language was done

by 69% of the survey participants (just below the

percentages for listening and speaking), 44% of

the respondents stated that they read frequently

in the foreign language. No other-skiLl.,hagl/such

a high percentage in the category of "frequent" use.

In, this section, the international bankers

revealed that all five language skills--speaking,

listening, reading, writing and translating-- were

-used more often than not with speaking and

e listening being the two skills most highly in

demand. Reading was also quite hig

In a separate section, the bankers

describe how and in what circumstan

ly regarded.

ere asked to

es they used

their foreign language in the current position.

Their answers included speaking with co-workers

and customers in person or on the telephone,

reading correspondence from clients located in the
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USA and in foreign countries, writing letters,

translating and using LangUages while travelling.

Thus, all five skills were mentioned.

Most of the bankingtofficdrs stated that their

\----..-.positions do ot require language skills. However,

ir-- 68% of .them indicated they use foreign languages

in their job and 40% admit th4t languages are .

.

required. The results clearly. show an extensive

use of foreign languages by international

departments of banks-- even though the job

descriptions of international bankers do not

estabh language proficiency as a prerequisite
,

for the posit,ion. me can say then that' language

coMpetency is desirable and useful but not maidatory.

The remaining parts of the questionnaire
,

demonstrate. that 71% of t e participants prefer

positions with language
re.and

that 74% wpi:Ild

like to work in a foreign country. Only 24% of

**those interviewed felt that their linguistic skills

would improve their chances for promWon. Yet

an overwhelming 95% recommend PL expei.ience in

intern4tional/management careers and an unanimous
0

100% state there is a need for business people

with foreign XAnguageexperience.,When asked

5 4
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specifically in what business fields, the bankers

replied international banking (54h%), marketing,

import/export,, international trade, finance and

customer relations. Moreover, the officers at-

the end.of the questionnaire unequivocally (by

a margin of 64%) indentified_speaking.to be the

most critical skill.
C-7-\

The results then are 'in. , Our banking friends

state a definite need for foreigl" language competence

in the international banking/management area. There

is a need for FL Departments to reassess their goals

and, set new ones-- if need be. Specifically, FL

Departments will have to be sure their students

are learning critical language skills-- that they

are learning to be proficient in the languagel

It is beneficial to. combine these language skills,

with professional or technical training. Double

majors in a'foreign language and in anqther field

such as journalism, business or foreign service

are becoming more popular at-spRaYlor and some

language professors are encouraging this practical

combination. Courses can be designed to bridge

the gap between language and professional training,
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68% of the bankers.maintained that it would

have been.helpful to have had a commercial /scientific

course in college.

This survey will hopefully strengthen the,

ties between languages and the professions and
P

twill show both teachers and students that there

is a real need for linguistic skills in internationek44.

bankihg. Foreign language faculties should provide,

these skills. It is certPinly an obligation which

we'should rise to meet;
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QUESTIONNAIRE

The Use of Foreign Languages in

International Banking (,44 Respondents)

Number Question

1 American
Non-American

2 Foreign Language #1

Response/
Valid

Percent

16.3

Spanish 53.5%
French 18.6
Japanese 2.3
Russian 4.7
German 7.0
ESL 9.3
Portuguese 2.3.
Others 2.3

3 Foreign Language #2

Spanish 17.4%
French 21.7
Japanese 13.0
Russian 8.7
German 8,7
Itali'n 4.3
Portuguese 13.0
Others 13.0

4 Number of Years Studied #1

1 Year 4.9%
2' 31.7
3 19.5
4 9.8
5 7.3
Over 5 26.8

57
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Response/
Valid

Number Question Pergent

5 Date Last Studied FL #1

66-70 19.4%
702.75- 30.6
76 8.3
77 5.6
78 13.9
79 5.6
80 11.1
82 2.8

83 5.6

6 Studied FL #1 at University?

Yes
No ",

78.0%
22.0

7 Studied FL #1 at High School?

Yes 48.7%
No 51.3

8 Undergraduate Major

Business
Liberal Arts

51.3%
48.7

9 Graduate Degree

MBA 29.0%
MA 19.4
MIM 38.7
Economic 9.7
Other 3.2

10 School of Latest Degree

Baylor 27.8%
Other in US'a 55.6
Overseas . 16-7

11 Business Internships Abroad

Yes
No

58

12.8%
87.2
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Question

ResOonse/
Valid
Percent '

12 Live with family when abro4d?

Yeks_ 39.0%
No -61.0

13 Current Proficiency--Speaking

Excellent 33.3%
Good 23.8
Fair 21.4
Poor 21.4

14 Current Proficiency--Listening

Excellent 31..7%
Good 41.5 .

Fair 17.1
Poor 9.8

15 Current Profi6iencyReading

Excellent 31.7%
Good 36.6
Fair 24.4
Poor 7.3

16 Current Proficiency--Writing

Excellent 29.3%
Good 14.6'
Fair 31.7
Poor 24.4

17 Do you use FL at work?

Yes 68.2%
No 31.8

18 Speak FL at work?

Not at all
Frequently
Sometimes

59

28.2%
35.9
35.9
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Question

.Response/
Valid

Percent

Listen to FL at work?

Not at all 28.2%
Frequently 38.5
Somptimes 33.3

20 Read FL at work?

Not at all 30.8%
Frequently 43.6
Sometimes 25.6

21 Write FL at work?

Not at all 51.3%
Frequently 23.1
Sometimes 25.6

22 Translate at work?

Not at all 38.5%
Freqently 23.1
Sometimes, t38.5

23 Does position require language.
skills?

Yes 39.5%
No 60.5

24 Is knowledge of foreign culture
important?

Yes 83.7%
No, 16.3

25 Would it have helped to have
Commercial /Science Language Course?

.Les

No

26 Are language skills related to
promotions?

Yes
No

GO.

67.5%
32.5

24.4%
75.6

'/9
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Response/
Valid

Number Question Percent

27 Do you prefer position with FL?

Yes 71.4%
No '28.6

28 Do you recommend FL experience
in Intl/Management Careers?

Yes 95.3%
No 4.7

29-33 Asks respondent to rank skills in
order of importance to them.
(1 = Most Important, 5 = Least
Important)

29 Importance of reading.

1 (Most Important) 12.2%
2 4 12.2
3 51.2.

19.5
5 (Least Important) 4.9

30 Importance of speaking.

1 (Most Important)
2

3

4

5.(Least Important)

36.6%
43.9
4.9
7.3
7.3

31 Importance of Listening.

1 (Most Important 56.1%
2 29.3
3 7.3
4 7.3
5 (Least Important) 7.3

61
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Response!'
Valid

Number. Question Percent

32 Importance of writing.
#

1 (Most Important) 2.4%
2 9.8
3 19.5
4 53.7
5 (Least Important) 14.6

33 Importance of translating.

34

35

.1 (Most Important) 4.9%
,2 9.8.
3 7.3
4 ti 9.8
5 (Least' Important) 68.3

Is there a need for business
people with FL experience?

Yes 100.0%
No .0

Specific area of need?

Inter Banking 54.5%
Inter Trade 6.1
Marketing 12.1
Import/Export 9.1
Finance 9.1
Customer Relations 9.1

36 In which language skill should
business people be most proficient?

Speaking 64.3%
Listening 14.3
Reading 14.3
Culture Awareness 7.1

62
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QUESTIONNAIR Date
L

Use of Foreign Languages in International Banking

I.Background: Name.

Nationality Country of Birth

What foreign language(s) have you studied?
1. 2.

Number of years studied Dates University

Other

Second language:
Number of years studied Dates University

Other

3. Undergraduate major Graduate Degree
Where latest degree received?

4. Foreign travel: Dates Region(s) visited

Foreign study: Dates Location

Courses

Business Internships Abroad: Dates 'Location

Did you live with a family while abroad? / /YES / /NO

5. Skills: Current proficiency-level:

Speaking: / /Excellent / /Good / /Fair / /Poor

Listening: / /Excellent / /Good / /Fair / /Poor

Reading: / /Excellent / /Good / /Fair / /Poor

Writing: / /Excell,ent / /Good / /Fair / /Poor

II. Toy; Your present position

Firm Location

1. Do you use a foreign language in your position? / /YES
if YES, identify skills you use:

/ /NO

Speaking: / /YES / /NO use: / /Frequent / /Sometimes

Listening: / /YES / /NO use: / /Frequent / /Sometimes

Reading: / /YES / /NO use: 4/ /Frequent / /Sometimes

Writing: / /YES / /NO use: / /Frequent / /Sometimes

Translating: / /YES / /NO use: / /Frequent / /Sometimes
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2. Does your firm have an International Department? / /YES / /NO

3. Does your position require language skills? / /YES / /NO

4. Is knowledge of foreign culture important in your position? / /YES / /NO

5. Would it have helped you to have had a commercial /scientific language
course in college?

//YES / /NO

6. Please explain how and in what circumstances you use y )ur foreign language in

your current position (e.g. speakingyith your clients in the U.S. and/or
abroad, reading/writing correspondence, translating, etc.:)

7. If your language skills were enhanced would they improve your chance for

promotion?
/ /YES / /NO

8. Whether or not you currently use a foreign language in your .po§ition, 'do

you prefer positions where a language can be used?

/ /YES / /NO

9. Would yoWlike to work in a'foreign country and use/improve your language
skills?

/ /YES / /NO

10. Would you recommend foreign language experience in international/management

careers?
/ /YES / /NO

11. Please mark skills in their order of importance to you on a scale of 1-5.

(1 is most important, 5 is least important)

/ /Reading / /Speaking / /Listening / /Writing / /Translating

12. In your opinion is there a need for business people with foreign language

experience?
/ /YES / /NO

In what business areas specifically?

In what skills should they be most proficient?

Please return by g6 is' to: Dr. David M. Uber, Director
Division of French and Italian
Baylor University
Waco, Texas 76798
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Foreign. Languages and International Business:' Academicians

and Business Executives Review a Perennial Problem

ThP U.S. trade deficit in 1984 will reach a record

$110 billion, according to Martin Feldstein, Chairman

of the President's Council of Economic Advisors.' Many

of the reasons for the amount of this deficit are complex.

Yet one reason, some experts claim, is easily explained.

That reason is blunders -- blunders made by U.S. executives

who are insufficently familiar with the cultural traditions

and national customs of the foreign country or lountries

in which they do business. The following incident will

illustrAe. A team of negotiators for a large U.S.

company had spent several weeks in Tokyo, preparing a

contract between an American and a Jap&nese compzmy.

After negotiations, the Chief Executive Officei of the

,American company flew to Tokyo for the signing of the

contract that would 'eventually mean a sizeable profit

for his company. Two' days later, following long hours

of socializing with his Japanese hosts and somewhat

exasperated at the delay in getting the contract wrapped

up, the American executive sat down opposite his Japanese

counterpart for the signing. The contract was laid

66
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before the two men. Calmly and with much deliberation,

the Japanese pulled the contract to him and reviewed

his company's terms of purchase. He then sat back in

his chair and remained silent. Minutes passed. The

silence continued. The Japanese executive offered no

indication he was about to sign the contract. The

American, his body taut and his mind doubting the success

of his trip to Tokyo, suddenly reached across the table,
r.

pulled the cir/ tract-to him, and determinedly crossed out
(/

the purchase p\r-i.ce that had been agreed upon. He inserted

in its place anew figure, one that was $250,000 lower

than the origXnal. Quickly pushing the altered document

back across /k.he table, the American looked doubtfully at

the Japanes who, despite the new and mere favorable price

for his company, continued to remain silent. More time

elapsed.

reach for

He passe

Only after another few minutes did the Japanese
107

his pen and put his signature to the contract.

the document to the American, who breathed easily

and addqd his signature. Not until much later was he

informeck of an ancient cultural tradition that many

Japanesle still observe before entering into an important

agreem nt. That is the tradition of contemplative silence.

The A4rican executive's ignorance of this tradition had,

in a'r)lash moment, not only cost his company one-quarter
/

67
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million dollars. It had'also raised the U.S. trade

deficit by an equal amount.

Blunders in international business, such 'as the above,

are not rare. According to Franklin Root, Professor at

The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvannia, such

blunders are traceable "to ethnocentric assumptiofls

unconsciously held by business executives."2 Root contends

that executives dealing in-international business. are

communicators across cultures and, as such, must take

the time and make the effort to learn the cultural practices

and understand the traditions of the country where"they are

. ,

conducting business. Most American businessmen and women

presumably know that business, overseas is not always,

conducted in the same manner as business.in the U.S. But

many appear not yet to understand that successful

communication in the language of cultural practice indigenoug

to the host country is "the life blood to international

management. "3 Mastery of cross-cultural communication can

be best acquired, Root advises, through the study of

foreign language and foreign literature.

How much value do American executives of international
4

business attach to cross - cultural communication? How

great a role does competency in foreignAnguages and

66
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foreign cultures on the part of potential employees play

when American companies hire personnel to fulfill

assignments overseas? When there, do these employees

conduct sales, make purchases, and execute other operations

w..th optimum FUCCQSS using only English, the so-called

"international language"? When returned home, are these'

men and women agreed that without foreign language

competency and knowledge of foreign culture they have done

their best work abroad?

Since the literature that answers these and similar

questions both prodates the recent, rapid increases in

U.S. trade deficits and also focusses only on certain

geographical areas, 4
the Department of Foreign Languages

and Linguistics at the'University of John Q. Public at

Anytown sought such specific responses to these and other

questions as our local business community could provide.

This community is identifiable as the Dallas/Fort Worth

Metrople, in 1982 the sixth most populous Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) in the U.S. in terms

of manufacturing employment, and outranked in commercial

bank dipposits only by New York, Chicago, Los Angeles/Long

Beach, and San Francisco/Oakland. 5 This paper is in part

a report of the steps taken by this department to seek

out those responses and is also in part an ana)ysis of

69
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the responses themselv'es.

The steps that the department took to seek out

responses from appropriate executives of ldtal businesses

were three: 1)to survey the D/FW business community,

2)to set up a department task force and bring together

an advisory board to work with the task force, 3)to sponsor

a symposium aimed at the local business community.

STEP 1. In November 19,: the department devised and

mailed a questionnaire to 575 large, medium,and small

companies in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex. Accompanied

by a letter that explained our intent,; the questionnaire

Was entitled "Survey of Foreign Language/Foreign Culture

interests and Needs." It contained sixteen questions and

a choice of appropriate answers. The post office ro&urned

some envelopes as undeliverable, leaving a total of 535

questionnaires having, presumably, reached their destination.

Of this number ninety were filled in and returned to us

with the information we sought. From these ou0 tabulating

team discarded three because they carried no company name

or respondent's signature. Hence, eighty-seven questionnaires

were finally tcbulated--just over sixteen percent of the

number mailed - -a percentage below the twenty percent return

we had anticipated.

The first two of the sixteen questions gathered

information on tIO size of a given company in terms of

70
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employees and the names of the foreign countries in

which the company conducted business. Companies responding

to the survey ranged in size from corporate giants to

small, family-run operations. Thirty-four foreign countries

were listed as sources Of trade in the D/FW business

community. BeCause space limits me here, I Will speak

about only eight of the remaining questions.

To the questipp "Do your personnel on overseas

assignments discharge their official duties with optimum

success using only English as a working language?", 21

resronded "no," 45 "yes," and 21 omitted any answer

(reasons for that omission unstated). To the question

"Do your personnel sent on foreign assignments receive

cultural briefings on the host country?", 43 responded

"no," 27 responded "some," and 17 omitted any answer.

To the relayed question "Do your personnel sent on

foreign.asSignments receive instruction in the language

of the host country?", 25 responded "no," 14, "yes," and

20 "some." Twenty -eight gave no answer. The question

"Do you consider knowledge of a foreign culture and

01. foreign language an asset to personnel on assignments

abroad?" produced, surprisingly, 25 "no" in addition to

62 "yes" answers. And to the question "Have you ever

provided financial support and time for employees to

4.
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undertake foreign language/foreign culture studies?",

the negative replies outnumbered the affirmatives by

55 to 18, with 14 omitting any answer. To the relalted

question, "Has your company ever provided or participated

in seminars or instruction focussing on foreign language/foreign

culture?", there were 50 no's, 16 yes's, and 11 blanks.

The second part of this question, "Would you like to do

so?" got 48 no's, 21 yes's, 1 maybe, and 17 blanks. Our

final queotion read, "Would your company be interested in

participating in a cooperative or intern work-study

program for university students majoring in foreign

language/foreign culture programs?" To it 62 said "no,"

/4 "yes," and 2 "perhaps"; 18 offered no response.

Our interpretations of these completed questionnaires

suggested that large numbers of firms in the local

community are not informed about--perhaps not even
4L4'

interested in--the roles played by employees' knowledge

qrf fOreign languages and foreign cultures in the conduct

of business overseas. The relatively few that were

interested consisted, for the most part, Of the giant

corporations with several overseas branches and, we

supposed, with much experience and a corresponding

expertise in handling foreign markets. The medium- and

small-sized companies that responded appealed negatively
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inclined toward investigating these roles and toward

providing their employees with foeign language and

culture skills. The one set of responses that yielded

a high percentage (71 percent) of answers indicating

acknowledgement of the value of foreign language

proficiency for the conduct of international business

puzzled us in view of the large percentage of negative

responses to questions asking if given businesses had

required, provided, or desired to require or provide

such knowledge. Did that strongly positive response

indicate a poten0.al interest in our topic? Could such

ah interest be translated into an operational, cost-effective

goal in a company? Could a company's employees come to

L. expected to study foreign languages and foreign cultures?

Or would provision for such study mean too great an investment

in money on the part of the company, and time and effort

on the part of the employees, to be workable? We debated

these and other questions and concluded that we ought to

try to organize a symposium that would bring together top-level

management from local companies to consider the possible

advantages of promoting the study of foreign languages

and cultures for their employees. We hoped that we might

be able to prove to them--especially to small companies-

that increased profits could be realized in business

abroad if their employees were knowledgable in both
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foreign languages and foreign cultures.

STEP 2. The committee in charge of the project in

the Department of Foreign Languages and Linguistics

named a Task Force that consisted of five members from

the department, a sixth from the university's College

of Business Administration, and a seventh, a student

from the Student Activities' Board. It also brought

together an Advisory Board that consisted of six top-level
i

executives from multinational corporations headalthrtered

locally. We had originally planned a board'of ten

members, but four whom we invited did not wish to

involve themselves, although they did not, they, told

us, lack interest in our undertaking. Entertaining

the six executives to lunch on our campus, our group

questioned them about the feasibility of holding a

campus symposium on the topic of foreign languages/foreign

cultures in international business. Would the D/FW

business community attend such a symposium, we asked?

The executives' answer was a qualified yes. They

suggested that we proceed to plan the symposium and

invite all the companies to whom we had mailed

questionnaires. Two further suggestiOns to us were

these: 1)hold the symposium on a Friday near the

beginning of a month end issue invitations well in

advance of date; 2)draw most speakers from business
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or government.

Following that advice, our group proceeded to plan

the symposium, allowing itself one year to complete

arrangements. Fundirig was obtained from four campus

sources. Our planning group's greatest problem was

engaging speakers and panelists for the program.

Business leaders and politicians, we learned, do not

want to commit themselves to engagements more than

six to ten weeks in advance. And even then, when a

commitment 'is given, it is only tentative. Two keynote 4

speakers from business and government cancelled their

commitments three weeks prior to our sdheduled date.

Of two other speakers whom we invited, one was an'

academician--Professor Root, whom I identified earlier--and

one a former academician--Dr. Rose Hayden, President of

the National Council on Foreign Language and International

Studies.

We increased our mailing list for invitations to

more than 900, some 300 beyond the number to whom we

had mailed the questionnaire, by iliviting additional

business executives, local politicians, and academicians

from universities and secondary schools in the area.

We issued all invitations in the name of our university's

president, whose prestige would, we hoped, raise interest

and partic_?ation in our undertak&ng. And we did duplicate
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mailings, fourteen days apart.

Shortly after the first mailing, letters of regret

started to arrive. Generally expressing good wishes to

us, they also often stated that a given company's

personnel, though interested in the symposium program,

was' previously committed, or, for some other reason,

would be unable to attend. Follow -up telephone calls

to some of the larger corporations also yielded similar

regrets, though in thr.p'e cases thoSe calls attracted

personnel to attend who oth rwise would not have. Two

corporate executives told s\that our registration fee

($85.00) was too high. That amount was, our advisors

had informed us, not uncommon\in our locality for a

one-day seminar complete with (toffee breaks, lunch,

and concluding refreshments. The total number of

Pre-registrants for our symposium was thirty. That

figure increased to forty-five on the day of the symposium,

a figure that translated into about five percent of those

invited, five percent below the ten percent we had

anticipated.

.STEP 3. The symposium, held on our campus Friday,

March 9, 1984, was entitled "International Trade and

the National Interest: Focus on Language and Culture."

The meeting room with 200 chairs was well occupied

throughout the day by registrants from business, by
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colleagues from our own and other universities, by

colleagues from local high schools, and.by students.

Our two keynote speakers addressed the topics of

Americans conducting business in the People's Republic

of China and in Japan, topics we 'had suggested because

the PRC and Japan are especially important and conspicuous

trading partners with the U.S., because their cultures

are radically different from our own, and also because

the U.S. has a rapidly increasing trade deficit with

both countries. The one speaker, Director of Chinese

Operations for a large U.S. corporation, regularly

flies to Beijing from his Texas headquarters. An

engineer by profession, fluent in Mandarin Chinese,

and closely familiar with Chinese culture, he still

prefers to have an interpreter beside him whenever he

is at the stage of conducting intricate negotiations.

This for two reasons: 1)to show respect to the Chinese

executives who thLaselves at critical stages of negotiations

work through interpreters, and 2)to allow himself more

time to con4der his answers to questions from the

Chinese. The proce,s of translation, he reminded us,

doubles the time of negotiations. The extra moments

required to.have a Chinese question formally translated

into English give him an advantage in time. He has

already understood the question in Mandarin, and the
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translation procedure gives him time to ponder his

answer. It also often gives him time to prejudge

the reactions of the Chinese executives to that answer,.

Still, this speaker warned, using'translators is

frequently the same as playing the piano while wearing

gloves: translations are cumbersome. They are often

unclear and inaccurate. His o

by the Chinese government, have

n translators, supplied '

requently been less

than accurate in their translation commiting as a

rule minor but sometime major errors
\
f a sort that

could result in gross misunderstandings `and increased

costs.

Our cecond keynote speaker had spent twenty-six

years in Japan as an American businessman. Early in

that time he had become fluent in Japanese and knowledgable

of Japanese customs; The story I told at the beginning

of this paper was his. He had been a member of the

American negotiating team that had drawn up the contract

that I mentioned with the Japanese company. And it had

been he who, later that same day, had informed the

rash-acting American executive of the costly

misinterpretation of the Japanese custom of contemplative

silence. It would be rare, this speaker asserted, to

find a Japanese executive doing business in America

who did not have a profound linguistic and cultural
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knowledge of us, a knowledge acquired in part, it is

true, through American movies and television programs,

to the like of which in Japanese we have little or

no general access, but acquired also in partandii

Significantlythrough laborious formal study.

Another symposium speaker was a Japanese - American

woman executive, responsible for import operations

from Japan fora large U.S. retailer. This spe4ker

addressed her remarks primarily to American com anies

with only a few employees. She noted,that the imain

source of inventory for her own company comes from small,

family-operated businesses in Japan. Twenty yars ago,

when she first travelled to Japan, she dealt

owners of businesses that operated out of om

here with.

backyard

huts, or tiny storefronts. Those owner/operaltor/salesmen

were totally unskilled in international markting

techniques. But today these same businesseslsome

still small, some grown laroedo not still lack expertise

in marketing. They are not unaware of the buying habits

of Americans as well as Europeans, Arabs, and other

nationalities. This speaker then tinted out to her

audience that only a very low percentage of family-run

and small American companies operate internationally.

They lack the expertise to do that and, she regretted,

seemingly have little desire to move beyond their country's
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,own borders to do business. Rose Hayden pointed out

the same fact. "Only 250 of. America's business firms

account for over eighty percent of our more than
'Mb

$350 billion export volume," she reported. "Such

a lopsided ratio suggests that there are hundreds

of thousand& of smaller and medium-sized companies

reluctant to venture into foreign markets. "6 Such

reluctance appears to stem, at least` in s.i.gnificant

part, from American business executives' lack of

training in international marketing research. The

present trade deficit could be greatly reduced if more

small- and medium-sized American companies put into

practice strategies for successfully entering foreign

markets. 7

In addition to addresses from other speal4ers,

our symposium included two panel discussions. The first

was entitled "The Roles of Languages and Cultures in

Conducting International Business," and included

panelists from corporations in the international arena.

Panelists for the second, entitled "Objectives for

International Executives," were government officials

and academicians. Two participants on the latter panel,

a former U.S. Ambassador to Peru and a current Director

of International Trade for the U.L. Department of

Commerce, both challenged American colleges of
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busines1 administration, beginning now, to train all

their students'in methods of trading internationally.

A fellow panelist, a professor of business administration,

replied to this challenge by saying that such training

Would only be integrated into the standard business

administration curriculum when U.S. companies--and U.S.

government agencies engaged in trade regulating--demanded

it of the students they hire. Presently the need for

such training is most often not reflected in hiring

policies, the professor noted. This leaves the American

business community and American government ill equipped

and ill experienced to meet with the obvious need for

masSive increases in sales abroad and for halting the

escalation of trade deficits. A recent editorial in the

International Herald Tribine reinforced these remarks

when it pointed out thatoprevailing ideas about American

economic policy were formed in the 1950's and '60s,

a period of massive U.S. domination of world markets.

The editorial concluded, pointing to the possible

consequences of a continued failure on the part of

Amer4-can--1 'nes to Lump etelaccess fully in the

international marketplace: "There iS,not much in

American experience to prepare either politicians

or the American public for the kind of instability

that international deficits on the present scale...can

Si
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generate. n8 A new approach to the problem of a gross

imblance of trade between America and foreign countries

is needed, an approach eksential on the part of ecohomists

and business executives. To develop a new approach they

need new understandings and training.

At the.end of the symposium registrants completed

a form evaluating the day's program. The responses

were positive and urged us to hold a-,similar symposium

again. Plans for that are now being considered. The

hardest question we faceis how to convince the hundreds

of companies in our geographical area, especially the

small- and medium -sized fines, that they might benefit

'from, involving themselves in our undertaking.. From

/ experts, we know, that effective communications across'

international cultural boundaries, as we stated at the

outset, can, be the life blCibd-of international management.

We know too that effective communication, engaged in

to the end of improving our international trade position,

can begin locally. Effective communication can begin

at home--between departments of foreign languages in

JImeriCan universities and departments of international

trade in American corporations. That communication can

become new and refreshing' blood to both these bodies.

Our effort to communicate with the local business

82
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community during the past eighteen months has achieved

in percentage points a very low response from that

community. Reasons for the low figure surely lie on

our side as ell as on theirs. Our repeated efforts

to communicate with business must, beyond question, be

made on the basis of ever more up-to-date and specific

information.. Helpful would be to know, for example,

exactly how much of the U.S. trade deficit is traceable

to identifiably: blindspots in cross-cultural communication.

Our repeated efforts to communicate with business must

also be made on'the basis of improved strategies of our

own. One such strategy would be to develop a Closer

working relationship with our advisory board and to

expand it to include representatives from more corporations

than were represented this ar. These members' personal

and professional involvement could significant* increase

community interest, anc participation, in our future

undertakings as we continue to promote the idea of

faMiliarity with foreign languages and foreign cultures

as an aid to international business.

)4)
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LANGUAGE AND CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING IN
U.S. MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The role of foreign or second language training

in international business has'been of interest and

concern to language teaching professionals and, to

some extent, to corporate employees and

administrators as well.for a number of years.

Perhaps the peak of national interest came several

years ago w'(th the publishing of the report of the

President's Commission on Foreign Language and

International Studies, to which some of Inman's

(1979)earlier work contributed. Since that time

greater.attention appears to have been given to the

Matter of corpprate language training, with even

the popular business literature and news magazines

carrying articles on language learning trends and

techniques (Henderson, 1981; How to learn. . .,1980;

Ross-Skinner, 1977; Salmans, 1979; and Take your

pick. . ., 1982; to mention a few). Innovative

programs within individual companies have also

gradually become known, leading to the hypothesis

that significant.changes in corporate language and

cross:cultural trainilg have taken place in the
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in the last five to seven years. Accordingly, in

the fall of 1983 a survey was undertaken to assess

the current situation in foreign language training,

English language training, and cross-cultural

training among U.S. multinational corporations. A

primary objective of the study was to obtain

comparative data vis-a-vis Inman's survey in 1977

(Inman, 1978), as wellas to gain additional insight

into the process of selecting individuals for

international assignment.

As the findings of the current study are

reported, deep gratitude must first be expressed to

the many corporate respondents who took the time to

complete the detailed and rather lengthy

questionnaire, who telephoned, who volunteered

further information, who even responded a second

time to the follow-up mailing, and who wrote or

telephoned that they were eager to regeive a summary

of research results) Even many of those who did

not complete the questionnaire took the time to

check off or supply a reason and return the

document. Specifically,responses were received

from 62.percent of the 300 corporations that were

contacted; two-thirds, or 41.3 percent overal), of
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those resulted in quantifiable responses.

METHODOLOGY

The 300 companies which were selected to

receive the questionnaire represented twenty-five

different types of business which are reported to

be involved in international track or development,

ranging from Architectural Engineering to

Transportation. Twelve companies in each category

were chosen to receive a questionnaire: companies

which had responded to the earlier survey were

automatically included, and the remainder were

selected by cross-refere.lcing the 1983 Fortune 500

list of companies with Standard and Poor's (1983)

and by consulting Angel (1979). This careful

initial screening of companies, in order to try to

ascertain the likelihood of a company's responding,

certainly proved to be worth the time and effort

involved.

The initial mailing was made November 1 with

a follow-up to those"who had not yet responded on

December 1.. Both included a personally signed cover

letter and stamped, self-addressed envelope for

reply. The data-gathering packages were addressed

by name to the Vice-President of International
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Operations or of Personnel when 'that individual was

known; if the name could not be obtained from one of

the directories mentioned above, the letter and

envelope were addressed to the Personnel Officer.

Confidentiality of: responses was assurd and an

offer made to provide an executive simirtiary of

results to those, who wishes to receive one

Approximately 20 percent of the questionnaires

were returned that first month, with the remaining

40 percent responding after the follow-up mailing.

While time-consuming and expensive, the follow-up

mailing was certainly worthwhile.

FINDINGS

General Corporate Characteristics. Companies

contacted and responding to the questionnaire

included both the U.S. industrial giants as well as

smaller concerns. On the average, though, most

companies reported employing between 1:0 and 50

thousand employees and generating annual revenues

of $1 to 10 billion. Responding companies averaged

a market mix of 65 percent domes is business versus

35 percent international. Most ndicated that

marketing and manufacturing constituted the bulk of

their international business, with services ranking
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third.

nrelignLangumeand Cross-Cultural Tralnina. One

of the major areas of change in survey results

between 1977 and last fall involved the reported

locations of international business (see Table 1).

While Western Europe continues to be in first place,

the Far East in the current study vaulted from

fifth to second position. Other geographical areas

remained very nearly in the same order, except that

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union fell from

seventh to last place. Not surprisingly, the

foreign languages reported as most studied by U.S.

nationals going abroad reflect this distribution

somewhat more closely than was the case earlier

(See Table 2).1 Spanish and French maintaix their

first- and second-place positions, but German has

moved up from fifth place to third. Portuguese,

confirming the importance of South America as a

location of international business, is fourth.

Persian, understandably, has disappeared from the

list, but Chinese and Korean were added, indicative

of the emphasis which has been placed on that region

of the worli and on those countries specifically.

Languages which were supplied by respondents but
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which were not cited frequently enough to rank

included Indonesian, Dutch, Flemish, Malay,

Norwegian, and Thai.

Selection criteria fo sending U.S. nationals

on international assignmen remain the same (see

Table 3): technical or managerial ability remains

unquestionably the primary criterion with language

ability, as before, firmly in last place. Previous

international experience and the ability to adapt

to a new environment rank almost equally between

the two extremes. Other criteria, supplied by

respondents, include personal elements such as

one's family situation, the "desire to go' abroad,"

or education, as well as more company-related

factors such as length of service, work history,

evaluations, knowledge of company operations, or

potential. One respondent mentioned the "inability

to find local talent" as the main reason for

sending Americans abroad. Slightly over half the

companies responding (51.6%) indicated that

prospective international employees are carefully

screened to determine their suitability for an

international assignment; most stated that interviews,

often including the spouse, were the primary such
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screening technique. Many companiesialSo cited

- thorough reference checks as an important selection

criterion. Some, liOwever, specifiedIthat one or

more sessions with an industrial psychologist or

"consultants" (cf. Gauging. ...1979 ), jiiight be

involved. Occasionally visits abroad for the

employee and spouse acre provided.

The pre-departure training provided to

Americans destined for'international assignment

continues to claim language as the; dominant type

provided, with 43.5 percent of responding companies

indicating that they do offer language training or

at least "provide bilingual glossaries" to their

employees, (see Table 4). This figure represents a

slight reduction from the 55 percent reported in

the earlier survey, however. Technical and

managerial training also remain in second and fourth

places, respectively, 't 34.7 a d 27.4 percent,

and cross-cultural training is 'n third position
,

with 31.5 percent, compared to 38 percent six years

ago. A general "orientation" to include tax and

benefits information was listed by some respondents

as another important component of pre-departure

training. Of some concern, perhaps, should be the

rise, albeit not great, in numberb of companies
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reporting that no training is given to employees

- prior to their leaving the United States: thiS

group increased from 16 percent in 1977 to just

under 23 percent in the current study.

Again, despite the fact that language training

figures prominently in pre-departure benefits for

American international employees, less than 4

percent of responding companies indicated that a

language capability wa's,required for such employees.

Most (nearly 32 percent) reported that there was no

official. company policy regarding language

proLiciency; another 28.2 percent indicated that a

foreign language capability was "desirable but
Err

optional." The figures concerning cross-cultural

training or orientation roughly' parallel those

just cited for language: just under 6 percent of

responding corporations require such training, 31.1

percent have no official policy, and 23.4 percent

feel that it is "desirable but optional." Some

companies indicated simply that foreign language

and cross-cultural training were more important for

some countries than for others. Of those companies

requiring a foreign language capability, most feel

that either-a minimum ability or a "working

technical or professional knowledge" of the
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language is sufficient. In all cases, speaking

and listening received priority over reading and

writing as the skills to be emphasized.

As might be expected, and as has been the

traditional practice, whatever language proficiency

is obtained by corporate employees is generally -

provided by the employing company during regular

working hours (see Table 5). previous residence

abroad, prior training, or family associations

with the language also account for employees'

foreign language capability. Only two companies

reported that a.pay differential is granted to

individuals who possess or acquire a foreign or

second language proficiency: one at 10 percent of

base pay and the other at an undisclosed (or perhaps

unknown) amount. -

Corporate language and cross-cultural training

continues, to be performed primarily by contractual

'arrangement with a commerical teaching/training

organization, notably Berlitz or Inlingua (see

Table 6). For language, private individuals under

contract to the corporation constitute the next

most popular means of instruction; in the

cross-cultural area, formal and informal interaction

i.ith other company employees who have been assigned
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to a particular country or region appears to

- constitute the second most prevalent form of

orientation. In-house programs and contracts with

a university or other educational institution are

the next most common form of language and

cross-cultural training. Techniques volunteered

by respondents included tapes, video presentations,

and self-instructional modules, approaches which

Seem to be gaining in popularity if not in

effectiveness.

The language and cross-cultural training are

performed largely in the United States but also---

generally as a follow-up - - -in the country of

assignment. ThixI'd,country locations appear to be

rare. The actual instruction is held mainil.y at. the

pre3 sus -af -the,contractor or other teacher for

language and, in the cross- cultural area, almost

equally between the office orplant and the premises

of the teacher. Some instruction occurs, too, at

employees' homes as well as in hotel conference

rooms.

The actual amount of training, despite.the

professed interest on the part of corporations,

remains fairly modest: the average number of hours

of foreign language training reported was 10E5;
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'of cross-cultural training, 16, taking place

mainly in less than one month's time, or at the most

within a two- to six-month period.' Under 5 percent

of the respondents indicated that their foreign

'language instruction extended for longer than a

12-month period; In most cases, the type of language

instruction offered is not job-specific but rather

of general focus. The instruction, not surprisingly,

is conducted overwhelmingly on a 1:1--or at most a

1:5--basis. Clearly this more or less ad hoc

arrangement is best suited to serving individuals

and families who generally have limited advance

notice of an international assignment, whose

schedules are extremely busy, and who are probably

not being reassigned in a group.

Regardless of the foreign language efforts

just described, and undoubtedly the reason for the

really minimal involvement in serious training, is

the fact that over 70 percent of the respondents

reported that business negotiations and dealings

are handled in English whether in the United States

or abroad. Remarkably, though,. one-third of the

respondents indicated that abroad U.S. nationals

speak the local language. In fe%;/er cases,

interpreters are used, with a preference for

17
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company-hired interpreters rather than those

provided by the other party. This pattern virtually

duplicates that sketched six years ago.

Finally, just over half (53.2 percent) of the

respondents felt that the international aspects of

their companies' business were not hindered by

language problems. This represents a 9.6 percent

decrease over the figures reported six years ago.

Just under one-third did admit, however, to having

experienced communicat,ion difficulties,

approximately the same proportion as in the earlier

study. While most described the communication

breakdowns in fairly general terms, the dominant

impression is one of time and efficiency lost in

tzanslation/interpreting/misunderstanding and,

above all, of cross-cultural mismatch as "methods

of analysis and motivation differ" and as American

business is "more aggressive." Also cited are

"different approaches to solving problems, getting

cooperation, aild achieving agreement," even when

all communication takes place in the same language,

notably English. Several companies mentioned that,

compared to their U.S. competitors, their foreign

language policy (or lack thereof) was adequate;

compared to their foreign competitors, however,
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they felt that they were much less proficient.

Companies further volunteered that linguistic

incompatibility "hinders relationship building" and

results in*limited marketing capabilities as well as

/ in decisions sometimes being made on the basis' of

incomplete data. Certainly a greater awareness of

differences not only in language but also in

commupicative style, along with attempts to adapt

behavior and strategies to the style of the

counterpart and/or interlocutor would seem to yield

great benefits in productivity, adjustment, and

satisfaction. One company showed great perspicacity

in documenting their own "unsuccessful business

deals" to use in training sessions (cf. Ricks, Fu,

and Arpan, 1974).

Language Shifting now to corporate

English language training programs, one finds that

over half of those responding to the question of

whether or not English language training is provided

either in the United States or abroad responded

affirmatively (58 to 52 companies, oar 46.8 percent

to 42.9 percent). In most cases English language

training is viewed as optional, although for

U.S.-based employees such training is required by
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one-third of the respondents. Training is almost

always performed locally; i.e., wherever the

employees are located, }e it in the United States

or,abroad.

In most cases, whether the programs be in the

United States or overseas, but especially overseas,

the primary iurpose of the English language training

is to improve communication between employees and

supervisory staff (see Table 7), notable in that

the supervisory personnel are generally the

Americans for whom significant amounts of foreign

language are being provided, albeit optionally.

Also important, but lagging behind other reasons,

is the need for an English language proficiency as

preparation to receive vocational or technical

training in English. Other factors cited centered

on developing a capability for communication with

counterparts as well as with the U.S. headquarters

in order to "enhance" the image or position of the

overseas affiliate.

This English language training, as it has been

and as foreign language training was reported to be,

is conducted mainly by. contract with a commercial

language teaching organization or other educational

institution (see Table 8;cf. Table 5). In-house
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language teaching, in third place, lagged far behind

. the other means of providing English language

training. The self-instructional approach appears

to be gaining popularity for English language

training as well as for foreign language training.

"General English" is taught far more than any

specialized variety, although "both general and

specialized" Englishes were reported in almost

equal numbers with general English for

overseas-based employees.

Responses to questions concerning the specific

details of English language training programs in

terms of number, of hours, duration, and

teacher-student ratio were spotty, with several

respondents remarking that. these matters were

unknown to them, or that the numbers varied, or

that training was provided "as required." The

majority of the programs report a training period

of two to six months and up to 500 contact hours

of training. In overseas programs, though, a

training period of over 12 months' duration was

reported by 14 percent of the respondents, reflecting

earlier findings that massive, long-term English

language training programs tend to be the rule

rather than the exception. English language
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training, like foreign language training, is taught

mainly on an individual basis, signaling a shift from

the predominantly formal classroom configuration

reported before. Still, a 1:5 teacher-student ratio

is not uncommon (19.3 percent in the United States

and 14 percent overseas), and overseas even 1:10 is

hardly rare (17.5 percent).

The level of English proficiency expected at

the conclusion of English language training is

distinctly higher than the anticipated foreign

language proficiency of native-English-speaking

Americans going abroad. Upper and middle level

foreign managers are expected to demonstrate total

fluency or at least a working technical or

professional know edge in both the United States

and overseas; for technicians, .instructors, and

clerical and administrative personnel a working

knowelege is adequate. Obviously English is and

will continue to be viewed as the quasi-official

international language, and only extraordinary

circumstances will likely alter that direction,

even with increasing global competition. Yet

speaking a common language, whether that be English

or any other tongue, is no guarrtee of perfect

communication, as is well known and as company

executives are increasingly willing to acknowledge
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(e.g., Adelman and Lustig, 1981 and Hawes and

Kealey, 1981) .

General Areas. The survey concluded with three

questions of a general nature addressing (1) problem

areas experienced with language training programs;

(2) the role that language training had played in

the planning of the company's international

operations; and (3' the commercial or professional

organizations and associations which companies had

.contacted or dealt with in conjunction with language

and cross-cultural training issues. The greater

candor, compared with that six years ago, which

respondents displayed in reacting to the first two

of these questions was refreshing. While 27

percent checked that they had experienced no

significant problems with their language training

programs, an almost equal number (26.2 percent)

stated that not enough time overall, in terms of

months or weeks, had been available or devoted to

language training (see Table 9). Equal numbers

(11.5 percent) of respondents further flagged three

additional problem areas: trainees' attendance,

their inadequate language performance at th6

completion of the training, and the,difficulty of

selecting a suitable language training contractor.
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An additional concern of time, specifically not

enough per day or per session for language training,

was raised by 8.2 percent of the respondents. One

corporate manager noted the discouragement of

language-trained employees who subsequently find

little or no opportunity to "reinforce" their'

linguistic skills.

Most of these problem areas relate directly

to the planning, or lack thereof, of language

training and related issues in the overall

conceptualization and planning of an international

venture (see Table 10).' At least more companies

than before recognized the need to try to repair

commtlication breakdowns, even if a mid-course

correction were required. Most people unfamiliar

with the challenges and rigors of language learning

and teaching simply have no appreciation for the

length of time and the considerable effort required

in order for anyone to develop even a working

capability in a second language. Alternatively,

if there is such a realization, then perhaps

companies are not willing to devote the time,

personnel, and financial resources necessary to

accomplish the objective. As one respondent

commented, there is frequently an initial burst of

enthusiaSm for language learning which quickly

104
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wanes as the'learner realizes precisely what degree

of effort will be required to develop any proficiency

at all. Moreover, when language learning must compete

for time and attention in the busy schedule of the

individual who, in addition to all of his or her

other responsibilties, must prepare for a major move

of family and household effects, it very often assumes

a very low priority--especially when the individual

knows that somehow communication in English will,

always be possible. In the case of ESL or EFL

learners, training time can be a problem because

management is eager to proceed with technical

training or with the work.of the organization.

Clearly the viable response to this dilemma is for

a company to analyze very, clearly what its needs

are and the competencies it wishes its employees to

demonstrate according to a model such as Roe and

Stainthorp (1982) propose or in the fashion of a

number of German companies described in Freudenstein

et al (1981). Yet such an analysis requires time

and expertise which may not be readily available;

as one respondent underscored, "The business of

business is business!!!"

Finally, the associations and organizations

contact d by multinational corporations did not

differ radically from those indicated in the earlier
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survey (see Table 11) . Berlitz remains the leader

among language training contractors followed by

Inlingua, which traded places with the American

Graduate School of International Management. The

Business Council for International Understanding

remained in fourth place. After those four
M.

leaders, the others--largely professional

organizations--were infrequently marked.

COT':LUSION

The findings here presented give rise to a

number of implications fOr second and foreign

language teaching professionals. First, in spite

of corporate efforts in providing language

instruction to theis international employees,

English continues asIthe dominant international

business language. Still, links must continue to

be forged between the business world and the

yY

academic community so that the growing

interdisciplinary (i.e., business plus foreign

language) programs which are gaining in interest

and popularity can maintain their pattern of

growth and development.

Second, all intercultural/international

education and training programs must emphasize the

importance of communicative style, regardless of
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the languages(s) used in communicative interchanges.

Companies would do well to expand their current

cross-cultural training/orientation programs from

the 16-hour average currently reported; moreover,

the :lubstance of the training should probe far

beyond an information session or two with other

employees and their families who have lived in a

particular country or region. Individuals' own

communicative styles should be assessed and perhaps

be incorporated at a selection criterion, or at
a

least/factor, in internatilpnal assignment. Then,

through' the training process individuals should

be made cognizant of how to capitalize on their

own :-.)imt.tunicative profile and how to recognize and

become more tolerant of the profiles 'of others.

While general communicative characteristicOdo

exist within cultures, each individual will exhibit

.his or her own variations according to personality

style and background. Breakdowns in communication

because of these differences must be heeded and

strategies for repair offered.

Finally, the value, both economic and

personal, of appropriate communicative

interchanges needs to be emphasized in academic as

well as corporate settings. Clearly there has not
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been a greater genuine commitment to language

proficiency and cross-cultural facility ci the part

'of business because the merit of such an effort has

not.beeh adequately demonstrated in economic terms,

the yardstick by which American businesses operate,

yet companies are increasingly aware that breakdowns

in communication engendered by either an inability

of all parties to a transaction to speak the same

language or by seemingly unbridgeable gaps in

communicative style are extremely costly in terms of

time and energy--and thus money--lost. Indeed,

since marketing and manufacturing constitute the

primary thrust of U.S. corporate effort

internationally, a recognition of the importance of

synchronous communicative styles to that marketing

effort should be readily apparent. Further,
ts

companies must be helped to understand what

realistically is involved in an adequate program

of language training and language in terms of the

purpose of the program, the type of language to

be emphasized, the length of time required, and

the human and financial resources necessary to

achieve results. Although progress may seem slow,

I believe that it is being made and that U.S.

multinational corporations will devote ever greater

attention to the role of language training and
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communication in the success of their international

operations. One may also hope that the language

teaching profession can continue to make positive

contributions to that process.
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FOOTNOTE

4 1
The term "U.S. national" refers to a native

speaker of English although.that is not, of course,

necessarily always the case.

'
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Table 1

LOCATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

GEOGRAPHICAL
AREA

Position
by

Average
Rank 1 2 3

Reported Rankings

4 5 6 7 8 9a

Western Europe 1 55 19 11 6 3 2 6

Par East 2 10 25 23 23 6
4

Central and , 3 11 23 25 18 11 4 2 7South America

Canada 4 15 23 20 17 6 4 4 1 6

Middle East 5 13 13 7 7 15 7 6 2 4

Africa 6 1 3 11 13 14 12 7 2 3

India 7 1 4 2 4 8 15 12

Eastern, Europe, 8 2 1 3 2 4 7 5 13Soviet Union

achecked but not ranked
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Table 2

LANGUAGES MOST STUDIED BY U.S. NATIONALS GOING ABROAD

LANGUAGE

Position
by

Average
Rank

1 2 3 4

Reported Rankings

5 6 7 8 9 10 Ila

Spanish 1 43 14 11 - 1 - - - - - 11

French 2 15 18 11 - - - 1 . - - 12

German 3 3 9 5 7 3 2 - - - 7

Portuguese 5 1 9 7 1 - - 2 1 - - 4

Arabic 4 6 6 4 1 1 1 1

Japanese 6 - 3 1 8 3 1 - - - 5

Italian 7 1 1 2 3 5 1 1 1 - 3

Chinese 8 1 3 3 1 2 - 2

Korean 9 - -' - 3 1 1 1 - 1 1

Russian 10 - - - 1 2 - - 1

achecked but not ranked



Table 3

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING U.S. NATIONALS

FOR INTERNATIONAL hSSIGNMENTS

CRITERION
e.a.......6.1 1 2

Reported Rankings

3 4

Technical or managerial ability 10 1 6 1

Previous international experience 7 38 28 12

Ability to adapt to a new environment
44 29 14

Language ability
2 30 47

a
checked but not ranked
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Table 4

TYPES OF PRE-ASSIGNMENT TRAINING PROVIDED TO INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYEES

7XPE OF TRAINING
Number Percenta

Or
0
1-,

ft
H.

a
orsla.

Language

Technical

53

42

43.8
«'

,34.7

Cultural
37

30.6 0

0

Managerial
33

27.3 I-8

r)

Other ("orientation )b 7
5.8 0

None
28

23.1
0

0

MA.

a Multiple responses account for a total greater than 100.

0

bik supplied response; hence the small number reporting.
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Table 5

MEANS BY WHICH EMPLOYEES OBTAIN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

MEANS
Number Percent a

LIC

1-4

rt

rt

0

0
0

41
0
ai

0

Company provides instruction

Previous residence abroad

Peony associations

Prior school or military training

mployee required to obtain own instruction

54

35'

31

31

11

44.6

28.9

25.6

25.6

9.0

a
Multiple responses account for a total greater than 100.

1.4
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Table 6

METHODS' BY WHICH COMPANIES PROVIDE LANGUAGE AND CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING

METHOD

Language Cross-Cultural

Number Percent Number Percent

Contracted with a private organization 56 46.3 16 13.2

Contracted with a private individual 17 14.0 6 5.0

Contracted with school or university 9 7.4 6 5.0

In-house: hired instructors 9 7.4 5 4.1

In-house: non-teaching company employee 3 2.5 0 6.6

Other (tapes, video, self-instructional 3 2.5 2 1.6

means)



Table 8

METHODS BY WHICH COMPANIES PROVIDE ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING

In the U.S. Overseas

1-J

METHOD
Number. Percent Number Percent

Contracted with private organization 32 56.1 30 52.6

Contracted with school or university 10 17.5 10 17.5 rt

0

n-house by company-employed Language

teachers

4 7.0 8 14.0

In -house by non-language teaching employees 1 1.8 5 8.8 O

to

Other (tapes, self-infitructional eackages) 2 3.5 4 7.0 O
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Table 9

.PROBLEM AREAS EXPERIENCED WITH CORPORATE

LANGUAGE TRAINVIG PROGRAMS

PROBLEM
Number Percent

0

No significant problems
33 27.0

Not enough time overall for language training
32 26.2

Attendance among trainbes
14 11.5

Inadegue rformance at completion of training
14 11.5Selecti !table contractor
14 11.5

Not enc. a per day devoted to language training
10 8.

Difficulty .iring and retaining instructors
1 0.8

lkeinforcement of acquired language skillsa
1 0.8

a
supplied response

0
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Table 10

THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE TRAINING IN THE PLANNING

OF CORPORATE INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS

ROLE

None

Added when communicatioti problems developed,
after other aspects of venture in progress

COnsiddred4lecessary from inception of ventures
amount of training needed underestimated

coniadved decessary Uom inception of ventures
adequately planned in terms of time and personnel
required

. .

ImpocAllt in hiring

Number Percent

60 49.2

16 13.1

13 10.6

.

8 6.6

la 0.8

applied response; hence small number reporting.
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Table 11

LIAGUAGE,TEACHING CONTACTS

ASSOCIATION, ORGANIZATION Number Percent

0
1-4Berlitz

72 59.0 rt
1.

Iniingua 40 32.

rtAmerican Graduate School of international
N.Management (Thunderbird) 21 17.2 t 0

Business Council for International Understanding (BCIU) 13 10.6 11)

Center fpr Applied Linguistics (CAL) 5 4.1 0
0

Stanford Intercultural Relations Institute (SIR!) 5 4.1
ro
0Teachsirs of English toeSpeakers of Other Languages (TESOL) 5 4.1

rteNational Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAESA) 4 3.3

0
School for International Training (SIT) 2 1.6 0

oo
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FLSP 1

A Survey of Foreign Languages for Business and

the Professions at U. S. Colleges and

Universities.

Interest in applied language studies seems

to be growing at colleges and universities in

the United States. In order to measure this trend,

a survey of foreign languages for specific purposes

was conducted by means of a questionnaire mailed to
Alp

the chairpersons a language departments at 1008

United States colleges and universities. The

results of the survey provide information about the

extent to which foreign language for specific

'purposes (t'LSP) courses are part of the curriculum

in higher education. 1

The study focused on some of the

characteristics of the institutions that offer

FLSP courses and the types of courses which are

offered. Specifically, the survey sought

information oil FLSP("dourses in four languages:

French, Spanish, German and English as a second

126
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Survey FLSP 2

language. The survey sample consisted of 1,008

language departments in colleges and universities

across the United States. Names and addresses of

department chairpersons were taken from the

September, 1983 PMLA Directory. A one page, two-

sided.questionnaire was mailed to the language

departments in October, 1983. By March, 1984, )'

450 questionnaires had been returned, with a

response rate of forty five percent. Any response

rate over twen,y percent is considered quite high

for this type of urvey.

The responses to the questionnaires were

transferred to OPSCAN forms for easier tabulation

of results. The-Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences was especially useful in calculating the

frequencies of response and cross-tabulations on

the Florida International University computer.

In the PMLA Directory, the names of the

language departments range widely from "English.

and Foreign Languages" tb "General Studies."

Table 1 indicates how many questionnaires were

127
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sent to each type of department and the number of

responses. The rate of response in each category

is approximately equal to the overall response

rate of forty five percent. Spanish.departments

had the highest response rate (fifty sixopercent)

of individual categories, followed closely by

Romance Language departments with fifty four

percent, The lowest response rate (twenty eight

percent) came from large academic units that house

smaller language components: i.e., Humanities,

Arts and Sciences, Communications, 'and General

Studies. Perhaps the low response rate is due to

the dean or chairperson's lack of familiarity with

the language program. French departments also had

lower than a one third response rate, far below the

other departments and the overall average of forty

five percent.

The first set of questions dealt with the

kinds of academic institutions that offer FLSP

courses. The size of the institution, its public

or private status, languages offeted, and
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existence of PhD programs and professional

schools are examined with relationship to the

number of respondents in each category and the

percentage that also offer FLSP courses. The

results are described in Table 2.

Over half of the' respondents to the

questionnaire are small colleges or universities

with enrollments of 5,000 students or under.

Slightly less than a third are medium size with

5,000 to 15,000 students. Only seventeen percent

of the respondents are large institutions with

enrollments of over 15,000 students.

Looking at the relationship of size of

institution to the offering of FLSP courses,

about forty percent of the 281 institutions with'''

FLSP are small; while an approximately equal number

(thirty seven percent) are medium sized. Slightly

less than one fourth of the institutions with FLSP

courses are large universities. Perhaps the small

to medium sized institutions are more interested

in diversifying the language curricula with FLSP
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to meet the needs of the student population than

larger institutions. They may be more responsive

to innovation and student needs in order to

attract enrollment than larger institutions who

may not have the same enrollment problems.

Public or private status seems to have little

effect on whether an institution offers cour4e.kin

FLSP. Fifty one perCent of the responding

institutions are public while forty eight percent

are private. Of the institutions that offer FLSP

courses, slightly more are public (fifty seven

percent) than private (forty two percent).

Most of the respondents offer French, Spanish

and German. French and Spanish are offered at

almost all of the responding institutions, while

German is in the curriculum at eighty eight percent

of the schools. According to the survey results,

only half of the respondents offer courses in

English as a second language. However this figure

may not be completely accurate, since many ESL

courses are taught through continuing education
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departments rather than language departments.

Some respondents might not be aware of ESL

courses which are offered through off campus

credit organizations or other branches of the

college or university. p1

In order to see whether the existence of a

PH.D program had an effect on the offering of FLSP

courses, the questionnaire asked whether a

department had a Ph.D. program. Few of the 450

responding institutions indicated that they have

Ph.D. programs. Only ten percent have doctoral

programs in French or Spanish, while seven percent

offer the Ph.D. in German. A cross-tabulation of

the results reveals that a large percentage of the

respondents w,i.k.h doctoral programs also offer FLSP

courses. In fact, approximately three quarters of

the institutions with doctoral programs in French,

Spanish, and German also have FLSP in the

curriculum. These figures indicate that language

Ph.D. programs are not necessarily incompatible

with FLSP courses.
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One of the limitations of the survey is that

respondents 'were not asked to identify their

geographical location. Proximity to a city may be

an important factor in a departmen's decision to

include FLSP courses. Obviously colleges and

universities which are located in or near cities

have access to'a population that might have a

greater need for FLSP courses than those

institutions -in rural areas.

The questionnaire did investigate the

relationship of professional schools to the

inclusion of FLSP in the foreign language

curriculum. The presence of business schools,

nursing schools, and engineering schools seems to

be related to the offering of FLSP -courses.

Institutions that'have these professional schools

are more likely to offer related FLSP courses than

institutions without them. Table 3 presents the

results concerning FLSP curses at institutions*

with professional schools.

*The incidence of foreign language for

4
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business courses is especially high at

institutions with business schools. Three

quarters of all foreign language for business

1,44,,courses are taught at institutions that have

business schools. In addition,, Spanish for

business courses are found at half of the

institutions with business schools.

Most of the courses in foreign languages

for medical personnel (six-ty two percent) are

offered at institutions with nursing schools.

The majority of these courses are in Spanish,

reflecting the large Hispanic population in the

United States. Slightly less than one third of

the institutions with nursing schools offer

foreign language for medical personnel courses.

Although relatively few courses in foreign

languages for engineering and technology are being

taught, about three fourths of them are taught at

institutions with engineering schools. Germanqor

Engineers and Technicians is the most commonly

taught of these courses.
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. Contrary to the trend of FLSP courses being

offered more commonly at institutions with

business, nursing, and engineering schools, most

of the courses in foreign language for medical or

legal personnel are not offered at institutions

with law or medical schools. Nevertheless, about

one third of the responding institutions with

medical schools also offer Spanish for Medical

Personnel. Only about one fourth of the foreign

language for legal personnel courses are taught at

osinstitutibns with law schools. Perhaps their

students come from the community rather than from

within the university.

Table 4 focuses on the extent to which FLSP
,

cumses Ore included in the curriculum. Sixty

two percent of the resperiding institutions offer

FLSP courses. Approximately the same number is

considering adding more FLSP courses in the future.

A large pdrcentage of respondents (eighty two ,

percent) indicAedthat they have faculty members

who are interested in teaching FLSP courses. These
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figures reflect a significant presence of FLSP in

the curriculum and a strong tendency for expansion.

The level'of interest in teaching FLSP courses is

exremely high. Viewed in combination, these

figures seem to forecast continued growth and

development in the FLSP field.

According to the results of the survey,

Spanish for Business'is the most widely offered

FLSP course. Almost Alf of the respondents have

courses in Spanish for,Business while over one

third offer French foi. Business. Twenty two

percent have courses in German for Business. Most

of the inrititutionS with foreign language for

business offer only one course per year.

Class size in foreign language for business

classes ranges from eleven to twenty students per

class at approximately half of the institutions

with this type of course. About a third of the

institutions have classes with ten or:fewer

students. Usually the foreign language for

business class is offered at the advanced or
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intermediate level.

Of the foreign language courses for

professions other than business, Spanish for

Medical Personnel is the most frequently offered

class at twenty one percent of the responding

institutions. The next most commonly taught

course is German f9r Engineers and Technicians.

Few courses are taught in French for the

professions other than business. The low number

of courses taught in ESL may be a reflection of

the low incidence of ESL courses taught in foreign

language departments, and the respondents' lack of

faMiliarity with ESL offerings" in other deptrtments.

Credit is offered for FL$P courses at 'almost

all (fifty nine percent) of the institutions with

such courses. This demonstrates the status of FLSP

courses at many United States colleges and

universities.

In cc. lusion, the survey results provide.an

idea,of the current status .©f foreign languages

for specific purposes in the curriculum. hlthough

a
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.a relatively new field,,FLSP courses have found

their way into sixty two percent o responding

institutions. The number of facult interested in

teaching these courses, the number of institutions

with professional schools that do not yet offer

FLSP, and the amount of respondents who indicate .an

interest in adding new courses in FLSP indicate the

growth potential of the field. Y hope future

surveys will continue to monitor theArowth of 'FLSP

courses and encourage the applied use of foreign

languages in academic programs in theaUnited States.
10
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NOTES

ar

1

Dr. Geoffrey Voght of Eastern Michigan

University suggested many of the topics which

were treated in the survey. His recommendations

were invaluable in the design and implementation

of the study.
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APPENDIX A

Survey Questionnaire

Your responses to this questionnaire will

contribute to a national surv61, of languages for

specific purposes in the foreign language

curriculum. Thank you for your cooperation.

Please check the appropriate response.

1. What is the student enrollment at your

university?

1. urder 5,000 students

2. between 5,000 and 15,000 students

3. oveg_15,000 students

2. Is your college or university...?

1. public

2. private

a
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Which of these languages do you offer at your

university:

3. French

4. Spanish

5. German

6. English as a Second Language

Do you have a PhD. program in literature or

linguistics in...?

7. French

8. Spanish

9. German

Which professional schools does your'university

h%a.ve?

10. medical

11. nursing

12. law

13. engineering and technology

14. business

15. Does your department currently offer any,

courses in foreign languages for specific

_

purposes (i.e. French for Ilusiness, Spanish
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for Medical Personnel)?

4..1. Yes 2. No

16. Is your department considering the

possibility of adding courses in foreign

languages for specific purposes?

1. Yes 2. No

17. ,Are any faculty members interested in

teaching foreign language courses for

specifiC purposes?

1. Yes 2. No

Now manylcourses per year does the university

offer in each of the following areas?

18. French for Business

19. Spanish for Business

20. German for Business

21. ESL for Business

22. What is the average class size of language

for business courses?

1. 0 to 10 students

2. 11 to

21 to

20

30

students

students3.
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4. over 30 students

23. At what levels are. these courses offered?

1. elementary

2. intermediate

3. advanced

How many courses per year do you offer in each of

the following areas?

24.

25.

26.

French for Medical Personnel

French for Legal Personnel

French for Social Services

(Firefighters, police...)

27. French for. Engineers and Technicians

28. Spanish for Medical Personnel

29. Spanish for Legal Personnel

30. Spanish for Social Services

31. Spanish for Enginee'rs and -

Technicians

32. German for Medical Personnel

33. German for Legal Personnel
41

34. German for Social Services

35. German for Engineers and

tow11=
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Technicians

36. ESL for Medical Personnel

37. ESL for Legal Personnel

38. ESL for Social Services

39. ESL for Engineers and

041001.....1111..

Technicians

40. Do you offer credit for courses in foreign

language for specific purposes?

1. Yes 2. No

Additional comments:

143
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APPENDIX B

=61
eyar

Colleges and UniVersities that Offer FLSP Courses:

A. Adelphi University, Adrian College, Alabama'

A & M University, University of Alabama in

Birmingham, University of Alab4ma in

Huntsville, Albany State College, Albion

College, Albuquerque University, Alfred

University, Allegheny College, Alma College,

Anderson College, Andrews University,

Angelo State College, Appalachian State

University, Aquinas College, Arizona State

University, Arizona University, University

of ':kansas at Little Rock, Arkansas State

University, Arkansas Technical College,

Arkansas University, Atlantic Union College,

Auburn University, Augsburg College,

Augustana College, Austin College.

B. Ball State University, Barry University,

Baruch College, Berea College, Bethany
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Nazarene College, Biola University,

Birmingham Southern College, Bloomsburg

State College, Bowling Green State

University, Bradley College,

Bridgewater College, Brigham Young

University at Hawaii, Brown University,

Buena Vista College.

C. University of) California at 'Riverside,

Caldwell College, University of

California at Chico, California Baptist

College,.California State College,

California State College at San

Bernardino, California State University,

California State University at

Fullerton, California State University

at Los Angeles, California State

University at Northridge, University of

California, University of California at

Santa Barbara, Canisius

Capital University, Carlow College,

Carrol College, Case Western Reserve
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Universityl.Castleton State College,

Centenary College at Louisiana, Central

Connecticut State University, Central

Methodist College, Central Michigan

University, Central State University at

Edmonton Oklahoma, Central State University
00,40.

at Wilberforce, Chapman College, Charleston
40

College, Chicago State University, Clarke

College, Clearwater Christian College,

Cleveland State University, Clinch Valley

College, Colorado State University,

University of Colorado at Boulder,

University oColorado at Denver, Columbia

College, University of Connecticut,

Converse College, Cuny Sunnyside Campus.

D. David Lipscomb College, Davis and Elkins

College, Dayton University, University of

Delaware, Depaul University, Depauw

University, Drake University, Duke

University.
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E. East Carolina University, East Texas

State University, Eastern College,

Eastern Kentucky University, Eastern

Michigan College, Eastern Montana

College, Elizabethtown College,

Elmhurst` College, Emory University,

Evansville University.

F. Fairleigh Dickinson University, Florida
dr
Atlantic University, Florida Institute

of Technology, University of Florida,

Fordham University, Fort Lewis College,

G. Gustavus'Adolphus College, Gannon

University, George Mason University,

Georgetown University, Georgia State

University, Georgia Southern College,

Georgian Court University,

H. Hamilton College, Hampton Institute,

Harvard University, Hawaii University

at Manoa, Hillsdale University, Holy.

Name College, Houghton College, Howard

University.
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. I. University of Idaho, University of

Illinois at Chicago, Illinois College,

Illinois Wesleyan University, Immaclata

College, Indiana University, Indian

University at Pennsylvania, Indiana

University-Purdue at Fort Wayne, Ioiaa

State University, Iowa University,

Ithica College,

J. James Madison University, Jersey City

State College, John Carrol University.

1

K. Kansas State University, Kent State

University, Kutztown University.
1

L. La Roche College, Lafayette College,

Lebigh College, Lenoir Rhine Coleege,

Lincoln University, Louisiana Te hnical

University, Louisville Univor.rsity,

M. Mankato State University, University

of Maine at Orono, Manhattanville

College,. Marietta College, Mars Hill

College, Mary Washington College,

Massachusetts University, Memphis State
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University, Michigan State University,

University of Michigan, Middle' Tennessee

State University, Middlebury College,

Millikin University, University of

Minnesota, Mississippi State University,

University of Mississippi, University of

Missouri at St Louis, UniverOity of

Montana, Montclair College, Monterrey .

Institute of International.Studies,

Moravian College.

N. University,of Nebraska at Lincoln,

University of Nevada at Reno, North

Carolina State.Universityl.North Dakota

State University, Northeastern Illinois

University, Uniyersity of Northern

Colorado, 'University of Nort lh ern

Illinois.

0. Oakland University,,Ohio State

University, University of Ohio,

Oklahoma State University, University

of Oklahoma, Old Dominion University,
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Oral Roberts University.

P. Pace Univers44 University of the

PacifiC, Pacific Union College,

University of Pennsylvania, Pine

Manor College, University of Pittsburg,

Plymouth State College, Portland State

University, Providence College,

University of Puget Sound, Purdue

University .

Q. Queens College.

R. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Rhode
4

Island College, University of Richmond

Roanoke College, University of
0

Rochester, Russell Sage College,

Rutgers University.

S. Sadred Heart University, Saint, Francis

College, Saint Joseph University,

University of Saint Mary of the Woods,

San Diego State University, San Diego
J

University, San Francisco State

University, Sam Houston State

1
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University, Santa Clara University, Seton

Hall University, Shippensburg State

Simpson College, Slippery Rock University,

Sonoma State University,., University of

South Carolina at Spartanburg, Univdisity

of South Florida, Southeastern Louisiana

University, Southern College, University

of Southern Illinois at Edwardsyille,

University of Southern Maine, Southern

Methodist University, Southern Oregon

College, Southern University, University

of Southern Illinois at Carbondale,

Southwestern University,'St. Francis

College, St. Scholastica College, St.

Teresa College, St. Thomas College, St.

Xavier College, State University College

at Oneonta New York, Stephen F. Austin

State University, Stephens College, State

Univer4ity College at Buffalo, State

University of New York Albany, State

University .of New York at Stony Brook,
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State University of New York New Paltz,

Sweet Briar College.

T. University of 'Tennessee at Martin,

Tennessee Technical College, University

of Tennessee, Texas A & I University,

University of Texas at San Antonio, Texas

Christian College, Texas Technical

University, 1.,..versity of 'Texas at Austin,

University of Toledo, Towson State

University, Trinity College at WaShington,

District of Columbia, Troy State'

University.

U. University of North Carolina at Charlotte,

University of North Carolina at

Greensboro, Upsala College, Utah

University.

V. Valparaiso University, Virginia

Conhonwealth University, Virginia

Polytechnic Institute, Viterbo College.'

W. Wake Forest University, Washington State

University, Wayne State College, Weber
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State College, West Georgia College,

West Virginias University, Western

Connecticut State University, Western

Illinois College, University of Western

-New Mexico, University of Western

Washington,, Westfield State College,

Wichita State University, Wilkes

College, Wj.lson College, Winthrop

College, University of Wisconsin-Eau

Claire, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,

University of Wisconsin-Madison,

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,

University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh,

University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point,

University of Wisconsin at Stout, Wright

State University, University of Wyoming.

X. Xavier University.
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TABLE I

Departments in Survey Sample

Number of

Questionnaires

Department Sent

Number of

Questionnaires

Returned

Response

Rate

Tor Category

English and Foreign Languages 651 303 47%
4

.

Languages and Literature 121 54 45%

.Humanities, Communications 106 30 28%

Arts and Sciences, General.

Studies

Romance Languages 52 28 54%

Spanish 36 20 56%

French, 33 11 33%

German 9 4 44%
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TABLE II

Characteristics of Responding 1nstitutioni

Number of

Items Respondents

Percent

Total

Response

Percent of

Resppndents

With FLSP

Student Enrollment

Under 5,000 242 54% 40%

Between 5,000

and 15,000 . 132 29% 37%, o

Over 15,000 75 17% 23%

Status of Institution

Public 231 51% 57%

Private 215 , 48% 42%

Languages Offered

French 436 97%

Spanish 428 95%

German 394 88%

English as a

Second Language 230 51%
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Percent Percent of

Number of Total Respondents

Items Respondents Response With FLSP

Ph.D. program in:

French 43 10% 70%

Spanish 46 10% 785e

German 33 7% 75%

Professional School in:

Business 293 65%

Nursing 204 45%

Engineering

and Technology

158 35%

Law 86 19%

Medicine 71 . 16%

I.
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FLSP Courses at institutions with Professional Schools

=11.1101.1011 MON/M Iemla10,M4n.il

Spanish for French for Getman for ESL for

# of Institutions With Business Business Business 12f!lat5.1.

Business School.

No Business School'

Total

154 126 76 10

50 '40 22 3...J1

204 166 98 13

Total Number of Respondents with Business School = 293,

Spanish for French ?for German for ESL for

Medical Medical Medical Medical

# of Institutions With Personnel Pe.rsonnel Personnel PersonneL
ON.M.14*aagm NI** .....1.4.ustA.w.a . l. :UM /1,Unam. III

Nursing School 56 4 0 1 I

No Nursing School 34 2 0 0

Total 90 6 i 1

Total Number of Respondents with i Nur.L.,ing School --, 204

.1i, 'Jo if
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Spanish for French for German for ESL fol.

Engineering Engineering Engineering Engineering

and and and and

# of Institutions With Technology Technology Technology Technology

Engineering School 4 6 17 6

o Engineering School 3 wv.d. 5 0

T*tal t 82, 9' 22 6

Total Number of Respondents with an Engineering School = 158
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Spanish for French for German for ESL for

Legal Legal Legal Legal

# of Institutions. With Personnel Personnel Personnel Personnel

.Law School '

No Law School

Total

3

15

2

1

3

1

0

1

0

1

118

Total Number of Respondents with a Law School = 86
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Spanish for

Medical

French for Ge man for ESL for

Medical Medidla. Medical

# of Institutions With Personnel Personnel Personnel Personnel

Medical School 22 1 0 0

No Medica1 School 68 5 1 1

Total 90 6 1 1

Total Number of Respondents with a Medical School = 71
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Incidence of FLSP Courses*

Number Percent of

Respondents Total Response

Courses in Foreign Languages for Specific Purposes

Yes 200 62%

Consideration of Addin FLSP Courses

Yes 275 61%

Faculty Members Interested in Teaching FLSP Course,3

Yes 369 82%

Spanish for Business Courses

Yes

1 per year

2 per year

4 per year

204 45%

155 34%

28 6%

13 3%

French for Business Courses

Yes 166 37%

1 per year 116 26%

2 per year 32 7%

4 per year 12 3%

* Less than six respondents per category not

reported in Summary.
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German for Business Courses

Yes

1 per year

2 per year 14 3%

4 per year 8 2%

98

72

22%

16%

ESL for Business

Yes 13 3%

1 per year 12 3%

Average Class Size of Business Language Courses

11 to 20 students 135 30%

0 to 10 students 82 18%

21 to 30 students 34 8%

Levels of Business Language Courses

Advanced 104 23%

Intermediate 84 19%

Intermediate and

Advanced 27 6%

Course Offerings in FLSP

Spanish for Medical

Personnel 93 21%

O

Courses
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Spanish for Social

Services

Spanish for Legal

39 9%

Personnel 18 4%

Spanish for Engineers

and Technicians 8 2%

German for Engineers

and Technicians 22 5%

French for Engineers

and Technicians 9 2%

French for Medical

Personnel 6 1%

ESL for Engineers

and Technicians 6 1%

Credit for FLSP Courses

Yes 265 59%
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A SURVEY OF HIGH SCHOlL COUNSELORS ON THE VALUE
OF A COLLEGE PRorfirm IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND BUSINESS

Dr. John P. Doohen

Foreign Language Department
Morningside College

Sioux City, Iowa 51106
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A SURVY OF HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS
ON THE VALUE OP A COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN FORE GN LANGUAGES AND BUSINESS

For academicians charged with the responsibility of

implementing courses of study at colleges and universities,

solid questions havewto be addressed before new courses

should seriously Ue considered. Are there qualified faculty

to teach the course and can the course be taught well? Is

there financial and moral suppgrt from the administration?

Are required materials available? The topic of this paper

asks a basic question -of importance before planning and

trying to implement an offering in foreign language for

business, namely, :Ls there a market for the course? Are

there students out there who will take it? Are there ad-

visors who will encourage it?

It would seem that a segment of academics that would

have a good perception of the potential for such a course

would be high school counseiors.' Fur this reason, a survey

of counselors was conducted to determine their impression of

the attract'veness and value of:a program in'foreign language

and business. Questionnaires were sent to 240 counselors. A

total of 113 returns were received for a re ;ponbe of 47%, an

amazingly high rate of return which in itself may suggest

good interest in the topic.

The counselors were asked two basic questions:

1. D9 you perceive that:. a program in 1 isiness and

forci(m lanquaqcs would fulfill a no, d for your
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graduating seniors?

2. Would you like further i 'iformation on the

program? YI

2

The responses to question number one were overwhelmingly

positive. A total of 72% of the respondents felt that a

foreign language and business program "would be" or "would

possibly be" an attractive option for high school seniors.

Only 28% responded negatively indicating either "no value" or

"limited value."

An even higher percentage of positive responses was

received to question number two. 86% of the counselors
MD,

indicated they would like more information on the foreign

languageand business program. The mean of the two positive

answers is 79%, indicating excellent interest on the part o,

counselors for foreign language and business programs.

Comments accompaitying the responses clarify the coun-

selors' feelings about career concerns and job preparedness.

"I'm sure such a program would be of value," said onere-

spondent. Others see the option not only as valuable but as

a "necessity in the future."

The concern for future needs was often stressed. The

general public may`not perceive this cOmpetence asqpeing

urgent just now, but it is mentioned as being very important

for the future. Some respondents stressed the nation's need

in trade and commerce inthe years to come and expressed con-
.

cern about our nation falling behind, not only in international
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trade, but in "international and cross cultural communication

as well."

Another more immediately practical advantage readily

seen and stressed by the counselors was the question of

employability. Somu stressed the higher employability of a

graduate with a "knowledge of international trade and a

foreign language." Again, the idea of broadened employment

posSibilities was recognized as something that will be more

significant in the next few years than w(,,rperceive it to be

just now. As Professor Alain Eclache suggests, American

products may no longer be the superior products in the world

market and, consequently, English is no longer the sole

international business language of the world.1

The question of the breadth of the appeal of a program

of foreign languages for business did strike a few mildly

sour notes in the survey responses. How broad is the appeal

of such a program to graduating seniors? Some counselors

clearly indicated that they felt that the potential of the

program would be limited. One indicated that graduating

seniors in his school have rarely,inquired about this combin-

ation as a field of study. A number mentioned that in some

systems(, it is still a problem motivating students to take a

foreign language. Motivating the student to acquire good

English skills is sometimes even a problem. As to the two

parts of the combination, foreign languages and business

studies, it seems that, whet eas there are few seniors who have
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taken foreign language, many more have taken business studies.

Not all of the evidence, howe:er, suggests low interest

in foreign languages. Some counselors speak of an increase

in interest in foreign languages in the past two years. Inc

a small town only 60 miles from my own institution, the high

school has 173 students and an enrollment in its foreign

language progrLm of 60 students, or 35% taking a foreign

language which is an elective in the program. 2 Kurt Willer,

Assistant Director of Foreign Language Programs for the MLA,

in nis report on the 1980 survey of foreign language regis-

trations, says that the "1980 results confirm the belief of

many observers that enrollments in foreign language courses

have stabilized." 3 This is a survey that is conducted every

three years and the results of the 1983 survey will be avail-

able this summer. A preliminary look at the responses indi-

cate that there will be an increase in Russian enrollments

over 1980, 4 and Russian had had a 13% drop in the 1980 survey.

These increases seem to coincide interestingly with increased

international economic dependance and increase in the per-

ceived need for individuals trained in foreign language ari

business in the future.

Other counselors argued that most high school seniors

don't consider such definite career plans,until their second

year in college, but felt that the program would be highly

beneficial after two years of college ciasses. This objection

seems spurious however, and stems more from a lack of aware-
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ness, knowledge and encouragement, than from a lack of

interest.

Another respondent offered somewhat pessimistically

tha some students would be interested, but not many. The

percentage that he/she estimated was that 2% or 3% of any

senior class might be interested in a combined foreign,

language and business course of study. Two or three percent

may seem like a.discouragingly small percentage. In practice,

however, a high school graduating class of 200 students would

mean five students coming to such a program. If two or three

of these five students were to be recruited to a program

each year, over a four-year period, a cadre of twelve or

fifteen majors should build. Another-counselor said, al-

though this figure may 2ightfully cause some skepticism, that

this two or three percent is about the same percentage of

students that end up working overseas as a representative for

a multinational company anyway. If that percentage were true,

small colleges would have a ready-made clientele. On a more

encouraging note, one counselor responded that implementing

such a program was an excellent idea, even if it was used

1y only a small percentage of a school's graduates.

Another concern expressed by some counselors was for

data to assure themselves and their students that there is a

need for this kind of a course of study. More studies should

be made such as those conducted by Professor Ray Schaub and

colleagues at Eastern Michigan University that would set in
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strong relief the number of majors who find employment using

both foreign language and business skills. The element of

job opportunity is obviously an important concern for the

high school counselor.

Other remarks indicate that students also should be

provided more information on the availability and the advan-

tages of such a program of studies. Presently, many high

school students are simply not aware of the possibilities.

Students have little knowledge of the- "rewarding opportun-

ities that such a program would offer." Interestingly, one

counselor indicated that there were two students froth France

who were studying at his school to polish their English "for

just such a career." More exchanges of this type should

certainly help convince American students of the value of such

a course of studies. Another counselor expressed this stu-

dent awareness quite forcefully:

I am sure there is a need for this type of program.
Our students know little of its value -- therefote
have not in the past sought this field as a career
when graduating.

It would seem that the implications for college and

university admissions offices are clear and the program would

create excellent recruitment possibilities. Counselors are

desirous of all information possible on existing programs.

Business and foreign language departments in high schools

must be urged to encourage students to consider this combina-

tion. Colleges and universities, in turn, through their
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respective departments and admissions offices, should take

their cue from the high school counselors who tell us that

they have had "several students interested in international

business. (But) programs are not that easy to find."

What conclusions must one reach? Firstly, there :Ls a

conviction among high school counselors that business and

foreign language programs serve a need and will be well

received by students coming to colleges and universities.

Secondly, it will also be important to make a greater number

of nigh school counselors and students "aware of the advan

tages of combining foreign languages and business studies.'

Lastly, the study suggests that there exists a very real

opportunity for admissions and. foreign language departments

in colleges and universities to organize and seek support

for their own programs.

John Doohen
Morningside College
Sioux City, Iowa
April, .1964
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Notes

1. "For an Actual Education in International Management,"
Conference on Languages for Business and the Professions, Dearborn,
Michigan, 5 April, 1984.

2. The reference is to Alta, Iowa.

3. "Foreign Language Enrollments in U.S. Institutions of
Higher Education -- Fall 1980," ADFL Bulletin, 13 (November,
1981), 31.

4. Information from Lenora Champagne, Research Assistant for
the MLA.
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TABLE 1.

Question #1: Do you perceive
and foreign language
your graduating

POSITIVE RESPONSES:

that a program in business
would fill a need for

seniors?.

"YES" 71 68%

"POSSIBLY" 4

75 72%

NEGATIVE RESPONSES:

"NO" 26 25%

"LIMITED" 3

29 28%

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES TO #1 104
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TABLE 2:

Question #2: Would you like further information on the
program?

"YES"

"NO"

97 86%

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES TO #2 113 \
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